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Prologue 

INTRODUCTION: COLLECTING AND INVESTING IN 
COLOMBIAN AIRMAILS, 1919-1923 
          This book does not purport to rival a catalogue. The purpose is to deal with the 

most interesting aspects of Colombian airmails in respect of which no current 
publication provides in full. The content herein is derived from many known 
collections as well as from auction catalogues, where little-known facts are often 
brought together. It is hoped that this compendium will assist new collectors who 
wish to compile a fair collection and to progress further later. It unashamedly 
discusses values and touches on investment possibilities. I do not know of many 
philatelic areas where so few stamps per issue exist right through from 1919 to 
1923. Because the numbers of collectors have been so few over the years, those 
who choose to buy and bid could do so with relatively limited competition. For this 
reason, we have decided to tell the stories of well-known, even famous collectors. 
Being an investor in currencies, art, land, and stocks, I find rare philatelic items, of 
which I have owned numerous from time to time, interest me. Besides the visual 
appreciation, I realize that appreciating value is a function of scarcity, which, 
combined with increasing demand and a lower number of investors, accelerates 
interest. Where global economic growth stimulates domestic and colonially 
connected investors, especially in emerging jurisdictions, we expect volatility. 
Volatility in turn affects demand and supply. 

In my view, I find that Colombian airmails from the above period fit these criteria. 
They are appreciating in value, despite current volatility and all while popularity 
increases amongst regular and advanced collectors. 

How can it be that the rare stamps of some countries command outrageous values? 
The inverted Jenny realized $345,000, the 12-pence Canadian Black $218,000, the 
1896 non-surcharged Red Revenue of China $138,000, and yet these are not the 
real million-dollar stamps, like some of those made famous from Sweden, Mauritius 
and British Guiana. 

But among the airmails of Colombia are many that are one of a kind, and these can 
be acquired at surprisingly reasonable prices. 
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OVERVIEW 
          Colombian airmails are a fascinating area, with stamps and philatelic material 

comprising experimental, official and unofficial issues as well as several varieties of 
provisional surcharged issues. While catalogues hardly recognized these stamps, 
some amazing collections and descriptions appeared on the world’s stage up to circa 
1940. In 1936, F W Kessler produced his book, The Airpost Stamps of Colombia. 

Kessler dedicated this to Dr Philip Cole, who then auctioned his entire collection in 
1940. He helped guide the prices by his comments, it seems. This sale included 
items that remained subsequently out of sight for long periods, such as the unique 
CONDOR CCNA without surcharge, which sold recently for $49,500 including 
commission. I myself have a 1936 edition. 
  

IS THIS A COLLECTABLE AREA? 
          As mentioned already, rare stamps make interesting news. But what about the 

Colombian airmails? If any series of airmail stamps and covers have a dash of 
extraordinary interest, mystery, and conjecture, combined with a disjointed paucity 
of information, then this is certainly an area requiring an Agatha Christie degree of 
investigation. And, if this area experienced growing popularity, it could bring some 
serious value gains. Who knows what might be uncovered if popularity were to 
increase? 
Many of these Colombian airmails, starting with the Knox-Martin stamps and covers, 
are very rare, yet at auctions, they fetch quite low prices relative to their rarity – 
especially the SCADTA surcharged provisionals. In our investigations, we find that a 
few SCADTA surcharges were to some degree somewhat philatelic, yet these were 
not even used on flights before they were officially cancelled. Experimental flights 
were flown for much of 1920 and 1921, resulting in new and  valid airmail services. 
It must be remembered that such air flights were a new development in Colombia, a 
mountainous country with wild and turbulent rivers, on which vessels were often 
used to carry mail. It was incumbent on the promoters to show that mail could be 
safely sent, which may explain why owners and executives often chose to use the 
new airmail. 

  

WHAT MAKES THEM UNIQUE? 
          Colombian airmail stamps from this period were still required to have a 

standard 3-centavos domestic stamp affixed, wherever they were sent locally. 
However, airmails in the initial period from 1919 were carried by private companies 
who often added their own special airmail stamp. Exclusive contracts were acquired, 
and one of the first examples of this was the Sociedad Colombo-Alemana de 
Transportes Aéreos (SCADTA). 
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HOW POPULAR ARE COLOMBIAN AIRMAILS TODAY? 
          The number of collectors remains limited. While wealthy Colombian collectors 

have accumulated the greatest rarities over the years, the net of collectors is slowly 
spreading, adding to some of the most well-known ‘names’ like Boonshaft, Cruz, 
Goeggel, Kaplan, Friedman, Peinado, Schoendorf and Rendon, amongst others. 
As famous collections have trickled onto the market, some exceptional, long-awaited 
opportunities have been created. But new collectors have had to wait for these for 
many years. 

Accordingly, and in my opinion, due to the rarity of some items, it seems inevitable 
that prices will rise if and when more collectors appear. Many values in out-of-date 
catalogues are either too high or too low. SG catalogues on South America, for 
example, have not been revised since 2008. Catalogues are rather incomplete with 
vague information, details and estimates that seem not to be based on accurate 
information. Generally, they do not accurately represent the quantities available. 

Later in this monograph, I show the estimated numbers of SCADTA provisional 

stamps that have been found so far. In a number of cases only one, or just a few, 
exist. 
Bear in mind that for new collectors, it is perfectly possible to acquire a meaningful 
and interesting collection by bidding at auctions, starting with a more general lot. 
eBay and smaller dealers often have these available, as do auction houses. The 
more collectors go looking, the more likely we will see further and exciting 
acquisitions. 

  

VALUES 
          Of equal importance are emerging economies, of which South American 

countries are obvious examples. Countries in the region enjoy direct foreign 
investments in mining and oil. Of European interest, we have Spain, the original 
colonizer of South America, and Germany, whose people settled in South America 
after the two World Wars. South Americans who subsequently moved to the US are 
often keen collectors of these issues. 
Scarce covers of early Colombian stamps fetch high prices of up to six figures. 
However, out of the CCNA issues on cover, only the non-surcharged Condor stamp is 
deemed worthy of some $50,000 or more. In contrast, some stamps and covers, of 
which only three or four are extant, seem to have values and realizations ranging 
from just a few hundred dollars to several thousand. 

It would be fatal to brand this area as of interest only to well-heeled collector 
investors. Those who collect Colombia per se are those who should expand into the 
airmails. One of the disadvantages of Colombian airmails is that a high percentage 
are scarce and others are very rare. But some are available at fair prices, which 
provides a decent starting point. Those who collect airmails of adjacent countries 
may also find this a fertile area to explore. 
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To proceed with valuations, we began our investigation with Gibbons, Scott and 
Michel. Unfortunately, none of these agree on value. Some unused multicolored 
CCNA vignettes (covers not valued) appeared to be overvalued, while others 
appeared to be undervalued. To determine a true value, we took count of the 
numbers believed to exist as well as realizations over the past several years. To 
source this extra information, we referenced other specialized catalogues 
extensively. 

Auction estimates depend on circumstances, of course. If the sale is of an estate, 
estimates are lower to encourage bidding. If the material is from a private collector, 
that collector often sets estimates together with the auction house. If, as sometimes 
happens, the material is owned by the house, the estimates are often rather high to 
ensure the price is ‘good’. In cases like that, it is useful to check realizations for 
unsold lots. This volatility is what creates opportunities. 

From these realizations, we arrived at a pattern – that knowledgeable collectors will 
bid higher due to greater knowledge. As expert Brian Moorhouse has previously 
commented, knowledgeable collectors simply ‘know’ worth and will bid accordingly. 
In catalogue estimates, we find there is little adjustment for numbers said to exist. 
Certainly, popularity plays a part – we might take the CCNA Fuselage and Condor 
stamps as an example. In fact, the multicolored CCNA vignettes are very attractive, 
which may explain why they have the widest range of demand from regions 
nowhere connected with South America. 

Afterwards, we looked at realizations based on the descriptions of the condition of 
the stamps. Many of the stamps, especially the surcharged SCADTA provisionals of 
1921, had defects such as thins, paper creases, and close perforations. If they could 
be found, very fine copies would carry a premium. But of course, there are many 
very rare items out there that are all somewhat defective – one must live with that if 
one wants to own the item. 

  

CURRENCY VOLATILITY CAUSED CATALOGUE CONFUSION 
          Many older catalogues that are now out of print showed us historical values. In 

some cases, these remain unchanged today. In contrast, some values from the 70s, 
as recorded in specialized catalogues by Gebauer, amongst others, were higher than 
today. For example, Kessler valued the serifed/Arab numeral (no. 5) copy of the 
Knox-Martin issue at $6,500 mint and $1,500 used all the way back in 1936. 
Exchange rates also proved an issue. Some catalogues skim over this, whereas 
others delve into greater detail, but these are mainly specialized and seldom used. 
The Leo Comprano catalogue is an example of this. 
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EXPANDING INFORMATION 
          This study would not have been possible without the invaluable information 

provided by Brian Moorhouse, as well as the writings by the famous collectors 
already mentioned. In addition, I have searched and extracted information from 
some 20 auction catalogues as far back as 1935. 
Several authoritative books on the subject are available, though some of these are 
now out of print and others are in Spanish. Many of these accounts dwell on the 
more romantic stories of adventurous men like William Knox-Martin, who pioneered 
and piloted some of the very first airmail planes. Unfortunately, many of these 
planes crashed with lives lost – and of course, that means some actual used flight 
covers were lost too. South America is a perilous landscape, and even without 
planes, mountains and rivers had to be crossed to deliver mail. The authorities were 
lenient during that time, granting licenses to convey airmail and make the service 
faster and more reliable. 

  

RECORDS OF NUMBERS ISSUED AND WHICH REMAIN 
          While there is some recording of the number of issued stamps, these records 

are vague. After many years, it is date stamps on covers that tend to confirm 
numbers extant and whether these stamps were ever flown. In a few cases, covers 
were pre-stamped but the planes did not take off. 
  

FORGERIES OF PROVISIONAL ISSUES (see Chapter 9) 
          Forged surcharges only occurred where there were adequate numbers of 

unused stamps. However, in the case of some Colombian airmail issues, there were 
limited numbers of unused stamps, and in the case of the 30-centavos first SCADTA 
issue from 4 October 1920, these stamps ran out completely. This explains why 
there are so many different surcharges of 30-centavos value on 50-centavos stamps. 
This practice can be traced to where the airmail deliveries were sent from, as there 
were stocks in some cities and not in others. New surcharges had to be prepared, 
and quickly. 
It is worth nothing that, according to Dieter Bortfeldt, C. Forero produced reprints 
and forgeries of the SCADTA provisional surcharges on 25 January 1925. 

Genuine provisionals were only used to the end of 1921. These were demonetized 
on 1 March 1922. Genuine surcharges were applied by a rubber handstamp, 
whereas the reprints were applied by means of a metal cliché. The reprints were 
cancelled by a red date-stamp of Barranquilla on 25 January 1923. There are many 
more of these circulating than genuine 1921 usages, and though these were ‘flown’, 
they are clearly of much lesser value. New printings were ordered, but these were 
delayed. 
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THE ROLE OF DR BEHR-HEYDER 
          Kessler mentions that official governmental airmail stamps became unnecessary 

as SCADTA received official approval to issue its own stamps. 
No study of the SCADTA issue would be complete without mentioning Dr Behr-
Heyder. He was a geologist who was under contract to the Colombian Government 
to carry out geological research. Many covers addressed to and from him are found. 
According to experts, Behr-Heyder managed the SCADTA office in Girardot in 
1921. His presence there was not unusual, as SCADTA was a German-Colombian air 
company and many of the staff there were of German extraction. A keen philatelist, 
he saw to it that many of the provisional SCADTAs were sent to him by either 
himself or by others. Covers were addressed to him from several towns in Colombia, 
showing he had contacts all over the country. This would not be unusual if he were 
considered an important postal official. 

Behr-Heyder also had relatives in Germany, as is evidenced by letters he sent to 
them using some rare provisionals. These prove useful, as not many were airmailed 
overseas, meaning they readily verify the rates set for overseas mail. Dr Behr-
Heyder was just one of several addresses to receive these issues, and the existence 
of other senders and recipients validates the use. If we refer to Kessler’s numbers 21 
to 24, we can verify that these were sent by a SCADTA agent in Neiva after 19 
September 1921. 

There were other officials who realized that values would increase. Vicente Puccini, 
the postmaster of Puerto Colombia, sent many letters to his friend, Lombardi. In 
addition, John Myer mentioned how some employees of the Medellin post offices 
appeared to have the power to designate surcharges. He mentions that ‘one Joaquin 
Arbelaez, an employee of that post office, and a philatelist and stamp dealer’ made 
surcharges on normal Colombian stamps (not stamps described in this monograph) 
using a Remington typewriter. 

Behr-Heyder’s career was cut short on 4 May 1923, when he drowned while taking 
part in an expedition on the Sucio River in Pavarandocito. 

COMMERCIAL COVERS 
          Commercial covers are particularly desired and carry a premium value for 

collectors. These covers usually have the names of the companies concerned printed 
on the envelopes. 
Normal covers were valued by Kessler at 10% more than scarce mint stamps. That 
is somewhat the same today, with some notable exceptions. 
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OBJECTIVES 
          In the forthcoming chapters, I have attempted to demonstrate that Colombian 

airmails are a fruitful area for new collectors. It is possible to accumulate sufficient 
issues for a meaningful airmail collection, which would then create an appetite for 
the rarer items. It might take some years to assemble a notable collection. While a 
generous pocket-book might be necessary later down the line, it is possible that a 
considerably enhanced valuation would eventuate. 
Finally, it must be remembered that many stamps were lost. Up to 200 stamps were 
issued, and unless there are some archived in yet undiscovered locations, we must 
accept the numbers located from auction and other sales noted since those days. 

At this stage, it is useful to summarize the sectors on which a budding collector 
could concentrate. 

1. The Knox-Martin experimental flights followed by the February 1920 multicolored CCNA 
vignettes, which proved to be popular with US collectors due to the image of Jenny, US-
sourced proof label and the CCNAs 

2. The proofs of the next issue of multicolored CCNAs, including the nine labels (out of 20) that 
were used to create the actual stamps 

3. The February/March 1920 issues based on the multicolored designs of the CCNAs 

4. The March 1920 first and second issues with 72 and 68 stamps per sheet in green, light 
green, brown-red, vermillion, bright carmine, and bright red brown colors 

5. The various hand-stamped surcharges such as the 30-cvs, 0-20 and 0-30, not always proven 
flown 

6. The official 4 October 1920 SCADTA issues of 30 and 50-centavos 

7. The experimental flights of the above, ending with hummingbird cancellations 

8. The provisional surcharges made to facilitate lower 10-centavos rates, and then the need for 
30-centavos rates, with usage in various towns 

9. The 11-29 November 1921 official issues with color changes, and the December 1921 
provisional 20-centavos surcharge (the official issue did not have a 20-centavos stamp) 

10. The 19 December 1921 official issue inscribed ‘Servicio Postal Aereo De Colombia’ 

11. The 5 May 1922 yellow surcharged 30-cent 

In addition to the numbers extant or located, the degree of popularity has been 
examined. Multicolored CCNA vignettes appear regularly in auction catalogues. Not 
only are they very attractive, but collectors work hard to acquire those they are 
missing. Thus, demand is a factor. 

The Knox-Martin surcharged issues are also sought after. The particularly scarce 
serif copy is always in demand. However, there are nine other varieties of 
surcharged stamps that are identifiable from the design (not the position) of the 
surcharge. Other than number 5 – the serif copy – a few of the others are really 
rather difficult to find and thus a serious collector would seek to acquire each one of 
1-4 and 6-10. The cost would be considerable, especially if few of the very early 
collectors of the Cole vintage acquired unused, used and on-cover copies. Indeed 20 
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stamps and covers (10 each of the mint and 10 on cover) would be necessary in that 
collection. Uniqueness is important. Take, for example the multicolored CCNA 
CONDOR vignette used on the cover, which was not surcharged. This is unique. It 
was in the Philip G Cole collection auctioned in 1940 and has seldom been seen 
since. I understand from Brian Moorhouse that this changed hands in the 90s for 
GBP 40,000+, not appearing again until the Goeggel auction in February 2013 for 
some $38,000. 

  

ADDENDUM ONLY – VALUATION TECHNIQUES FOR COLLECTORS 
          Of course, as with diamonds and paintings, possession inspires pride of 

ownership; no one expects to realize the items at a profit later down the line. It is 
unlikely anyone would step into Tiffany’s and pay a million dollars for a fine 
diamond, and then try to realize its value a couple of years later. Like a fine, rare 
painting, individuals are drawn to philatelic material by uniqueness. 

WHY WOULD NEW COLLECTORS INVEST IN THIS AREA? 
          There are very limited numbers of collectors for Colombian airmails. Since the 

1930s, there have been just a few, and these individuals were able to amass the 
best material. And they held on to this material for many years. When a major 
collection suddenly appears, the number of buyers is limited. They buy what they 
most urgently need. The rest of the material is often neglected, and some of the 
starting prices are very low. In some cases, I have been able to ask after what was 
left unsold to pick up some real buys. Others have just bid the start price and are 
successful. At this point, bids are below the realizations of those in 1990. 
But there has been an increase of interest in this specialized area of late. What has 
caused it? Certain numbers of the provisional surcharges have been neglected. But 
there is renewed interest in the flights described by Bazin, especially the fights post 
4 March 1920. Most of the older auctions did not reflect the flight dates; now 
collectors want covers of each flight as proof. These later flights used multicolored 
CCNA vignettes as well as SG10 green 2nd issues from 6 March 1920. There are 
unique covers of both, but there are far fewer of the almost hitherto unknown later 
multicolored CCNA vignettes. While both are rare, the later vignettes would be very 
difficult to ever compile in one collection. And there is some thrill in the chase. 
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Chapter 1 

WELL-KNOWN PAST COLOMBIAN 
AIRMAIL COLLECTORS, 1920-1950 
  

THE COLE, SEREBRAKIAN, SERPHOS AND PRESTON 
ERA 
          Prior to 1936, when Kessler produced The Airpost Stamps of Colombia, the only 

information I am aware of existing regarding this subject is Prof E Schmidt’s history 
of the SCADTA stamps, which appeared in Das Illustrierte Briefmarken-Journal in 
1932. However, there were several German studies of SCADTA issues that appeared 
in Germany around 1922. This is hardly surprising, as German planes were largely 
used for carrying both CCNA and SCADTA issues. 
 
At that time, there appeared to be several collectors, such as R B Preston, who were 
interested in Colombian covers. Preston was a prominent member of the APS and 
the author of The Postal History of Puerto Rico, published in 1950. Preston was 

assisted by M H Sanborn. According to Ralph A Kimble, this book was based on 
extensive research and published serially between 1939-1943 in the American 
Philatelist. At the time, it was widely regarded as the finest research on the subject. 
The entire book was eventually published by the APS Philatelic Research of 
Literature Committee. 
 
The first offering by auction that I can locate is the N. Sanabria sale on 22 December 
1935, with 58 lots of the 1919-1921. This extremely comprehensive collection 
included unused and on-cover Knox-Martins; an unused, used and on-cover 
multicolored set; a green and light red brown; and used 30-centavos on green 50c, 
which were offered at the astronomical price of $225 each (in 1935!). 

Around the same time, Dr Peter von Bauer and Tomas Borrero of SCADTA were 
providing Kessler with information surrounding the subject. Norman Serphos was 
eagerly collecting the same material and had a great wealth of knowledge on the 
subject, according to Kessler. 

The Serphos collection of SCADTA covers was then sold by Harmer & Rooke in 1941, 
just one year after Kessler’s auction of the Cole material. I have a copy of the 
auction material, and it is indeed remarkable. Serphos had collected everything from 
the Knox-Martin issues to the Consular surcharges. Some of the over 200 lots were 
very rare even then. Of note is the 22 February first CCNA flight from Cartagena to 
Barranquilla on card, wherein the El Porvenir newspaper handwrites a greeting to its 
‘sister city’, which was addressed to the editor of La Nacion newspaper. Serphos 
valued this at $1,000. Also included was the only 22 June 1920 SURVEY flight by 
SCADTA, back-stamped 6/23/20. However, I have confirmed this to be a fake, as 
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the SCADTA cancel could only be used after October. Serphos valued this at $500, 
as he did a 25 September provisional flight cover bearing the rare French Company 
air label with fourth provisional Danabrai 17, which was only used on this date. What 
a wonderful collection he had! I am still digesting it, as there are no photos of any of 
the collection, but it is certainly a study in itself. 

Dr Philip G Cole, whom Kessler acknowledged as America’s foremost collector of 
Colombian airpost stamps as early as 1935 and to whom he dedicated his catalogue, 
provided the first sight of his collection in 1939-40. Dr Cole was certainly a pioneer 
airmail collector. His collection was sold in two parts by Kessler in 1939 and 1940 
auctions, in which it was described as “the most complete and specialized collection 
of these issues in the world.” Many of the items displayed took years to reappear. As 
Kessler had written his catalogue in 1936, he was the natural choice to handle the 
sale. Cole often bought complete collections (from whom we do not know, but 
perhaps it included the names above) just to acquire one or two issues that he 
needed. There is no doubt that it would be regarded a fine collection today, worth 
much more than it did then, when it was estimated at US$50,000. It even included a 
rare non-surcharged Condor. But it sold in a single lot to a Belgian dealer called S 
Serebrakian for just $5,800. 

Serabrakian auctioned his own material on 15 December 1950 and 24 June 1952. 
These auctions included imperforate 4 October 1920 SCADTA issues as well as a 
black proof by Valiente, together with other proofs. Several half and full sheets were 
also offered. But the rare Condor did not appear in his sale. It cropped up around 15 
years after the initial auction, when more of Cole’s material was sold in a disposal of 
Larsen’s material by HR Harmer. This included 5 volumes written up by hand over 
272 pages and the rare Condor cover. 

As well as the Serphos collection, Harmer presided over a number of auctions from 
1947 through to the mid 50s. In November 1947, he sold the significant collection of 
Jose L Gildred of Los Angeles, which featured 179 lots. One was a superb complete 
set of unused multicolored CCNA vignettes, offered at $455 and realized at $780. 
Also sold was the surcharged 50c on an already surcharged VALOR 10-centavos. 
This double surcharging was then considered very rare, and Harmer claimed this lot 
to be one of just two or three existing. 

As before, no price was EVER estimated. So where have the more recent estimate of 
numbers come from? As we can see, the auctions of Cole, Serabrakian, Larsen, 
Gildred and others uncovered a few and these came to light on later dates. They 
certainly were not easy to forge! 

Since that offering, other double surcharges of the 50c on 10-centavos with the 
similar $30c on 10-centavos (Cruz Bortfeldt, 16 and 18) were sold collectively for 
$4,000 in the 2008 Cherrystone Deborah Friedman sale. 

The DG 11-15 in red-brown shades drew attention at that time, which is of interest. 
As mentioned later, there is some controversy in more recent years as to the timing 
of their issue. I mention ‘timing’ rather than ‘date’ as all SG10-15, including the 
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green issues, were noted as 1 March 1920. Such covers were auctioned somewhere 
between the 40s to 60s, and all dates in March, April and June were accepted. Thus, 
certificates are vital. Some of the fakes bore SCADTA cancels, which only came 
about in October 1920. If genuine, they are VERY rare. Issues after October are 
certainly genuine. 

In December 1949, Harmer sold the Julio Gomez Duncan collection from 
Barranquilla, Colombia. It appears that the CCNA set from the Gildred collection was 
resold here. Some light-brown-red used 0-20 sand 0-30 typewritten surcharges from 
the fourth issues were offered at around the same prices as the multicolored CCNA 
items. 

In September 1950, John N Myer contributed to The American Philatelist regarding 
the second issue of airmail stamps of Colombia. He had a collection, but I cannot 
ascertain what he did with it: “However, I have located items mentioned by Goeggel, 
which he said is ex John Myer, and these include a 30c yellow 5 May 1922 on cover 
as well as a 19 December forerunner cover.” Previously, Myer had written and self-
published Studies in the Philately of Colombia, and his controversial article on the 

Knox-Martin flights suggested the surcharges were bogus or illicit.  At best, he said 
the post office canceled them by favor. 
Myer also suggested the first Knox-Martin flights were never official but a private 
venture by an American stunt flyer. He also wrote on bisects of Colombian official 
stamps, stating that writers announced new discoveries of contemporary US bisects 
in philatelic magazines every now and then, and that “they were just as illegal as in 
Colombia.” 

In October 1950, Harmer also sold the 154-lot R J Herschmann collection. This 
included the rare unlisted $50c and the $30c on an already surcharged green Valor 
10-centavos on 50c – it was unpriced. 

Incidentally, these two stamps were removed from American Woolen Company 
covers sent to New York. These two are usually acquired together due to their 
unique origins. The first appeared in the Cole collection, and it was believed that just 
four existed of each. According to Cruz and Bortfeldt in the Handbook of SCADTA 
Provisional Surcharges, one mint of the 30c and 2-mint of the 50c have been seen 

and are shown in their book. These number seven and five respectively, both used. 
No covers have been found. In all auctions up to the late 50s, they were regarded as 
so rare that no price estimate was generally given. 
In December, Harmer sold another 33 lots, including the light-brown-red unused 0-
20 and 0-30 typewritten surcharges. These were offered at $150, slightly more than 
the asking price for the unused multicolored CCNA. By 2015, these were not 
considered as of the same value. Quite strange, as very few have survived, even 
unused. As only a few were printed and just a handful flown, current values could be 
rather underpriced. In turn, the used flown items are similarly underpriced. 
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1951-1970 
          A number of auctions took place in the early 50s. Kessler sold the 200-lot 

collection of Charles L Nicholls of Bogota, Colombia in 1951, which Kessler called the 
“entire airmail collection of Colombia.” This included the Knox-Martins on covers, and 
some fine unused copies of the multicolored CCNA stamps. Of great interest at the 
time are items seldom seen now, such as a flown light-red-brown dated 13 March 
1920. I am not aware of any existing light-red-brown of this date. At the time, 
unused 30 CVS surcharged stamps fetched high prices, and these were offered at 
$100 each. Kessler also offered the rare $030c on 10c on 50c green at $450, and 
the same with $50c, of which he stated only five and three copies respectively are 
known. Of the 200 lots, 145 were of Consular issues. 
In October 1952, the Mercury Stamp Company auctioned a small collection of 
pristine condition unused multicolored CCNAs and SCADTA provisionals. The CCNA 
stamps were those sold by Kessler of the Nicholls collection. 

In February 1961, Kessler auctioned the brilliant Thomas Matthews collection in 
three parts. There were 95 lots from the first issues of 1919, all the way up to the 
SCADTA issues of 1921. This was almost complete, with all the CCNA vignettes 
unused and some on cover, with unused blocks of SG 1-15 plus some used on 
flights. There were many of the issues in complete sheets as well as the Sanabria 
32a rare $050c surcharge and the 10c surcharged on the green 50c issue. In 
addition, there were four famous American Woolen Company covers with bisects. 
Finally, there were 44 lots of the Consular issues. 

GENERAL NOTES ON EUGENIO GEBAUER 
          Eugenio Gebauer had a fine collection, which he produced in his voluminous book, 
Los Primeros 50 Anos de Correo Aereo en Colombia, in 1975. Prior to that, Gebauer had 
written The Neglected Second Issue of Colombian Airmail Stamps in the Airpost Journal of 
October 1956.  
His later book updated all that was known by the early 70s. His research into evidence 
given by the Pilot Bazin in his diaries, and his subsequent explanatory letter, enabled more 
details of all the fights and dates in the SCADTA period of 1920-1922. He went to great 
lengths to enlarge his information from Captain Waldemar Wuebke, pilot of AVIANCA and 
successor to SCADTA, as well as from Örjan Lüning of Stockholm and Dr Marco Tulio 
Jimenez of Medellin. 
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1951-1970 
          In 1955, Harmer auctioned a fine collection specializing in SCADTA issues, as 

well as the entire range from 1919 through to the Consular surcharges, “by order of 
an unknown Latin American collector” (possibly, but not for certain, believed to be 
Larsen). It realized $32,729 for 326 lots. 
Who was the South American who consigned the collection to Harmer, if not Larsen? 
Having viewed the contents, I noted some items that originated from Dr Cole’s 
collection. Perhaps they could have come from the Serphos sale of 1941. If so, this 
South American collector might have retained the collection for some 15 years and 
likely added to it. Of significance was the inclusion of lot 22, a unique used non-
surcharged Condor CCNA cover, one of the gems of Colombian airmail philately, 
which realized just $675! Since those days, realizations of the same item have 
reached the $30,000 plus mark. Also of great interest was the specific offering of 
two post 4 March 1920 covers: 6 March Cartagena to Barranquilla and 6  April 
Barranquilla to Medellin. 

In March 1955, Kessler sold the collection of Col. James L Hayden, of Berkeley, 
California, which included Knox-Martins on cover and a small lot of SCADTA 
provisionals. As in all early sales, juxta-positioned and tête-bêche multiples were 
highly priced, much higher than today. Why, one asks, as there are so few of them 
remaining? 

In June 1958, Harmer sold the Rothschild collection, which included rare Canadian 
issues as well as Colombians. The sale took only three hours and realized GBP 
11,830. 

The next sale of significance was that by Robson Lowe on 25 March 1959, which 
featured the property of the Marquess of Bute. This seems to be the first 
appearance of the much-desired pair of unused numbers 5 (with serif) and 6 of the 
Knox-Martin issue. It was offered at GBP 225 without gum. Apparently, the serif 
copy was not considered worth much more than regular copies. The sale offered a 
normal unused copy with part gum at GBP 100, and a used copy on cover of the 
serif number 5 at GBP 135. The sale also included a fine lot of multicolored CCNAs of 
the first flight on cover, as well as a notable fine lot of very rare Colombian SG 11-15 
vermilions, red-brown and bright-carmine on covers, including the 0-20 and 0-30 
typewritten. No more than five of this rare lot on cover were ever flown! Some of 
these lots appeared in the Harmer sale of 1955. 

In 1965, Harmer & Rooke sold a collection of Colombian airmails known as Airmail 
Classics, while Stanley Gibbons auctioned Dr Ernst Raab’s catalogue, Airmails, in 
1968. This included 29 rare lots, but unfortunately, I have not been able to find this 
offering since. 
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1971-1999 
          In June 1974, J & H Stolow of New York offered “the third installment of one of 

the world’s most extensive airmail collections – to be continued in following sales.” 
The offering included full 72 and 68 sheets and part sheets of unicolored issues 
showing a re-touched mountain. Of interest were several SG11-14 used vermilion, 
including a used tête–bêche pair. 

In Zurich, March 1975, Mabaphila Auctions sold a large collection that mainly 
consisted of Consular issues, but also included some unused Knox-Martin lots and 
several used and on cover multicolored CCNA vignettes. 

Alex Rendon was actively collecting CCNAs in the 1970s, and he was a significant 
buyer at the 1979 Robson Lowe sale described below. After three large golds in the 
early 80s, he sold the collection intact to Jack Boonshaft in 1986. Alex passed away 
in 2009. Though born in Medellin, Colombia, he lived and died in New York and was 
a man of varied interests – an amateur comedian and James Bond enthusiast. 
Inspired by his childhood in Colombia, he formed a very fine reference collection of 
Colombia airmails. 

The Robson Lowe auction in question was held in Bermuda and included a very fine 
collection of rare items. The only name associated with this sale is reputedly ‘Kosac’. 
Perhaps this was part Kessler’s collection? It’s worth noting that some of the prices 
realized then were prices that might be realized today! A large part was acquired by 
Deborah Friedman and Brigitte Kaplan, including a number of famous and unique 
items such as the non-surcharged CCNA Condor on cover. 

While Deborah Friedman’s collection was not sold by Cherrystone until 2007, Brigitte 
Kaplan’s was sold privately in the 1980s, reputedly privately, to Goeggel and/or 
Peinado. She held many distinguished philatelic awards, including the ONYX Medal of 
Federated Philatelic Clubs of Southern California. She also assisted in the compilation 
of La Bibliotheca with Alex Rendon, concerning Colombian philately. 

Up to the 80s, there were also several collectors besides those mentioned – 
Everhard, Perez, Oriol, Bernie Harmer, and with smaller collections, Neuberger, Leo 
Harris, James Hayden, Jewell and Lilly. 

In 1991, Phillips auctioned an impressive collection, some of which was acquired by 
Jack Boonshaft and Maurice Porter (an airmail specialist dealer who worked for 
J.A.L. Franks in London). This included some fine used “socked on the nose” 
vignettes, which had not been seen at previous auctions. There is no information on 
the source but it is reputed that a member of the family walked in off the street with 
the collection and that it had been found in the estate. 

Jack Boonshaft passed away in 1993. He was a world-renowned design engineer 
and avid pilot with a love of flying, and consequently his love steered him to collect 
rare airmail stamps. His collection comprised 167 stamps, of which 65 were consular 
overprints. 102 were a mixture of Knox-Martins and SCADTA provisionals. 
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On 16 December 1993, Harmer auctioned the first part of the Boonshaft collection. 
This included one of the finest collections of the first and second 22 February and 4 
March multicolored vignette covers. Amongst these was a 6 March third flight on 
cover with the tilted wing vignette. In February 1994, the second part of Boonshaft’s 
collection was offered by Harmers. This comprised mostly scarce and rare Consular 
issues. 

2000-2014 
          In October 2000, Harmer sold the Augusto Peinado Colombian airmail collection 

of 144 lots, comprising 27 Knox-Martin, 57 CCNA, 24 SCADTA and the balance in 
forerunners. The magnificent lot of Knox-Martin issues showed in complete form all 
10 possibilities on cover as well as the famous mixed CCNA frankings. I understand 
these were subsequently acquired by Hugo Goeggel. It was in this auction that the 
now well-known unique “mixed franking” multiples appeared. I was also interested 
to note one lot included some 12 single SCADTA provisional surcharges, number 
2090 with a perfect mint copy of a Valor 10-centavos surcharge type 1, with the 
“upright 1” (one of the rarest in the category of 10-centavos surcharges). It appears 
that Cruz and Bortfedt omitted this in their Handbook. 
Goeggel, born in Ecuador in 1936 and a subsequent resident of Colombia, I 
understand, is a Swiss businessman and philatelist. He is a former member of the 
Council of Philatelists of the National Postal Museum, which was a joint venture of 
the Smithsonian Institute and the US Postal Service, and he signed the Roll of 
Distinguished Philatelists in 2010. He was also a brilliant rower. In the 1960 Rome 
Olympics, Goeggel was included in the men’s coxed eights. In 2013 and 2014, 
Corinphila sold his gold medal winning collection in several sections for over 1.3 
million Swiss Francs. In every way, this was the most complete collection I have 
ever seen, perhaps lacking only some of the used SG11-15 with the rare red and 
brick red surcharges from November/December 1921. 

The collection of James Johnson was auctioned by Spink of Lugano in January 2014. 
The three sections included 305 lots, of which 139 were Consular overprints. The 
auction also included items I had never seen before, including evidences of post 4 
March 1920 vignette usages that I had sought for years and never seen in the 
various past auctions. Incidentally, there are just a handful of these elusive covers 
and stamps on piece authenticating the actual flights mentioned by Bazin. It was 
often rumored that there were a few multicolored vignettes not used from 22 
February and 4 March from the first and second flights, as mentioned in a letter to 
Gebauer. Goeggel’s auction included two such dated 6 March. 

Both Johnson and Goeggel seem to have brought these ‘missing’ items to light. 
Collectors today regard these post 4 March items as a separate collecting sub-area. 
Indeed, collectors tend to want all post 4 March flight covers, whether using the 
surplus multicolored vignettes OR the SG10 green uni-colored items. They are all 
very scarce, many being one of a kind. I searched through dozens of catalogues of 
the earlier vintage and only found one multicolored vignette dated 6 March. 

In my opinion, Johnson’s auction revealed some of my most elusive and most-
wanted issues. The realizations were somewhat low, perhaps because December is 
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rather an inappropriate month for auctions. Both Cruz and Johnson are, I might 
mention, still active collections. 

It is clear that Bazin wanted to use all the unused stamps that had not been set 
aside for ‘interested parties’. On on the outward flight of 22 February 1920, for 
example, he saw that there were a very large number of the Ocean Liner SG9/C10 
existing, and some 62 were used on that flight. However, this rebounded in that only 
four were left for the return flight. This is why there are many more covers on the 
market today from the outward flight. 

There is no particular reason why a few were left over, but seven ended up being 
used after 4 March.  These are very rare. Meanwhile, SG2 and SG 5-9 (C3 and C6-
10) were never used after 4 March. 

Carlos Velasquez deals with this in more detail in Bortfeldt’s Workbook. 

For collectors who wish to acquire sets of the CCNA, I suggest they initially try to 
find the very scarce and only a few extant. While some 15 sets could conceivably be 
found of the unused copies, ONLY five of the outward flight AND four of the return 
flight are possible! 

Yet these CCNA are desired by far more than by Colombian collectors. 

Covers are the infinitely rarest of all. 

As one expert noted, if these were, say, US stamps, the value would be at least ten 
times that paid in an open auction of Colombian rarities. The unique unsurcharged 
Condor would rank into the hundreds of thousands of US dollars. 

This is especially true of the SCADTA provisionals I deal with in greater detail 
within Chapter 6. 

Of these, a number are unique (only one exists)! 

The condition of these SCADTA provisionals seems somewhat doubtful, many with 
bad perforations, poor centering and so on. The word ‘acceptable’ would be 
appropriate. 

The 5 May 1922 yellow provisionals are often given away at auction, but these are 
very rare. Only six of the mint unused exist, and there are four varieties. So, at least 
one is unique! On cover, 12 exist, but those with a type A on the cover 
are extremely special. 

A set of all (mint or on cover) with certificates would be a collectors’ dream. 

I acknowledge with thanks the extract from 

Bortfeldt’s The Workbook: Notes on Reprints and Forgeries of Colombian Stamps: The Colombia

n Airmails,which shows the drawings of the ten plate positions of the Knox-Martin stamps 
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Chapter 2 

THE KNOX-MARTIN ISSUES 
18 JUNE 1919 
Mint copies (even outside of the number 5 serif) are undervalued and should be 
sought vigorously. Current realizations of around $1,500++ for rarities such as 
number four and six are excellent buys for appreciation. 

 
2c. Carmine rose, horizontal mint strip of four, positions 7-8-9-10, marginal from right of sheet and thus proving the 

positions, wonderfully rare and very fresh, superb large part original gum. Slightest of repairs of no significance, this being 

the largest known multiple of this stamp and unique. 

THE MULTIPLE RARITIES 

• 5 and 6 

• 4, 5, and 6 

• 7, 8, 9 and 10 

These are the keys to the line of ten surcharges, each being denoted by characteristics of 

individual overprints, as shown later. 

The placing of the surcharges on the stamp is irrelevant. 

Please note that numbers 5 and 6 in the top-line pair look ‘positionally’ different to numbers 

5 and 6 in the second line. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In June 1919, American flying ace William Knox-Martin made pioneering flights from 
Barranquilla to Puerto Colombia. Before that, when he was merely 19, he flew a 
Curtis biplane up the Orinoco River in Venezuela. In early 1919, he acquired a 
surplus Curtis Jenny and headed for Colombia to demonstrate how the plane could 
be used for delivering mail between the coastal cities of Cartagena and Barranquilla. 
It is rumored that he personally designed an airmail stamp for the service. 

The Curtis Jenny was purchased by two Colombians, Carlos Obregon and Ulpiono de 
Valenzeolo, specifically for Knox-Martin to use. The crates arrived and were 
assembled in the first week of June 1919, and the plane was subsequently named 
‘Bolivar’. 

In Airlines of Latin America since 1919 by Reg Davies, Reg states that Knox-Martin 

was first credited with carrying airmail in Colombia when he carried some letters 
from Barranquilla to Porte Colombie. The distance was less than 20km and by the 
time the flight left the city center, it would have been arguably quicker to go by 
horseback. News of the flight was published on Wednesday 18 June 1919 in the 
Bogota newspaper El Tiempo, which described his flight with the bag of mail to the 
municipality of Puerto Colombia. According to that newspaper, the mail was 
collected the Sunday before the flight took place. That explains why they are 
surcharged 6-18-19. 
 
Between the years 1919 and 1920, there are numerous accounts of flights between 
Barranquilla and Porte Colombie by CCNA planes, some private for joyrides, and 
some scheduled. Many countries were exploring flight routes with basic planes, 
which is why there are many accounts of short flights even where there were no 
actual airfields. 

On these flights, it’s possible there were incidences of ‘dropped mail’. This certainly 
happened in other countries. There was a famous 1930 flight in Paraguay, which 
everyone was mystified about until it was realised that the pilot never actually 
landed anywhere – he simply threw the mail out of the plane as he flew over. At one 
location, it took two or three days to actually find the mail, so it was not back-
stamped on the date the pilot ‘landed’. 

Brian Moorhouse has since commented on this theory. He believes, based on 
pictures of the Knox-Martin planes in flight, that these planes landed with wheels on 
the ground, and anywhere that was flat would do … a nice field, for example! 
Elsewhere, roads used for early motor vehicles would suit. 
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THE STAMPS 
A special overprint in five lines was superimposed on the standard stamp of the 
time. According to Kessler, only 200 copies were printed. There is conjecture as to 
whether it was 260, but this seems proven, since three sheets were used in 
overprinting the existing 2-centavos “Nariño” rose Carmine of the 1917 issue. The 
printing was achieved by a wide-set type repeated 10 times in a single horizontal 
row, ten stamps at a time, with a different surcharge position for each of the ten. 
However, the position is not the criterion. 

The 260 stamps reported as printed must have been included in the three sheets, 
which totaled 300 stamps. That leaves 40 without the overprint. 

The fifth stamp is overprinted with a strange figure 1. The 1 in the date line is the 
Arabic 1 instead of the Roman 1. It appears there was a shortage of the correct 
type. This is called the serif variety, and it also occurs in one of the later issues. 
Another peculiarity is that the stamps appear to have been severed by a sharp knife, 
leaving many of the perforations on top and bottom slightly trimmed. The more 
perfect the perforation, the larger the value. 

Another anomaly is that it seems likely a hand-operated press was used and applied 
carefully. This contrasts with Alex Rendon’s report that the three sheets were not 
identical, having different positional centering and perforations – some to the right 
and some to the left. 

Of the 260 copies issued of these surcharged stamps, most were flown on cover. 
Overall, it is known from previous research that some 49 were retained in mint 
condition. This indicates that around 211 were sent on cover. 

In Kessler’s 1936 catalogue, he shows 200 (now 260) issued with 20 (now 26) in 
serif and 180 in the normal state. He stated that four mint copies existed, with 
another 16 used. It has since been ascertained that nine mint in serif state actually 
exist. One is on a strip of three, in which one serif copy exists, and there are three 
more pairs in which one serif appears, making four in total. There are another five 
serif singles known to exist. Some argue that there is likely to be another three. 

From this, we ascertain that 40 exist in normal mint condition (possibly 38). 
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COVERS 

12 covers with the serif stamp have been located. Thus, after deducting nine unused 
in mint condition and 12 on cover, there are likely five individual used stamps with 
serif out of the 26 serif copies. To summarize: 

 

I have not located how many actual numbered copies have been recorded, but the 
above are the theoretical numbers. As for used on cover vs. individual stamps, we 
do not know this either. There are nine variations (positions 1-4 and 6-10) of the 
normal plus position. 

There is a conundrum to unravel here. If there are nine or more serif copies, why 
are there only some 4.4 average numbers of 1-4 and 6-10? Should there not also be 
nine of each? After all, they were cut line by line. Brian Moorhouse suggests that 
when the purchasers of these stamps noted the special serif as being different, a 
few extra copies could have been requested, which could have been specially 
detached by the postmaster. 
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A DIFFICULT TASK? 
Finding   one   of   each   of   the nine non-serif mint variations would be of great 
interest to serious collectors, of which theoretically 4.44 of each could exist. But, as 

in all things, this might be more uneven. It would be extremely difficult to find a full 
set of each of the unused nine variations. Several mint copies have appeared in 
auctions, not least the recent 2013 Goeggel auction. 
 
For long periods, non-serif copies were not scarce for advanced collectors. There 
were 40 mint copies, after all. However, since Rendon enumerated the peculiarity of 
each of the nine, some very special collectors appeared who all wanted one of each. 
As a result, these persons have forced up the realizations of all the mint stamps. 

It would be difficult to find single numbers four and six as these are included as part 
of strips and might have to be purchased with the strips of two and three. Because 
of the demand for the unique strips, they would never be split! For every non-serif 
stamp, there is an average of only five or so – perhaps only two or three of numbers 
four and six will ever be found. In addition, there is an existing strip of four of 
numbers seven, eight, nine and 10. This will not be broken up, making these 
numbers very difficult to find. 

Several collectors have put together all the 10 types individually or in strips. It was 
Alex Rendon who investigated these variations. Both Goeggel and Peinado did this 
and I believe Kaplan did so before them as well. Possibly the scarcest examples 
could be numbers four and six followed by numbers seven, eight, nine and 10. Some 
are not in the best condition, having cut perforations and missing gum. Collectors 
should look out for any unused copies, especially perfect ones with well-defined 
perforations. 

Remember that Kessler incorrectly stated in his 1936 book that no more than four 
mint serif copies were known. Dr Philip Cole’s collection auction by Harmer in 1940 
did not have one, yet Kessler’s book illustrates one serif copy badly trimmed at the 
top. 
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HOW EASY IS IT TO SEE EACH VARIATION? 
  

 
These were published in Bortfedt’s The Workbook: Notes on Reprints and Forgeries of Colombian Stamps: The Colombian 

Airmails, Part 3 

  

It is only easy to see the variations if one has the stamp, says Brian Moorhouse – or 
at least photos with very fine definition. This is because there is a quite minor 
variation in the overprint design that determines the position number. Take a look at 
the details above. It is only in more recent times that the item is actually numbered 
on auction. It is not possible to tie the position of the overprint itself on the stamp 
for identity purposes. But Rendon discovered that the three sheets used for 
overprinting were not identical and that centering and perforation positions 
marginally differed. 

A common type number four from this sheet, as compared to another sheet, will 
look somewhat different, as I discussed earlier. If there were to be a pair with one 
of the two featuring an omitted overprint, and if such were positioned in a particular 
place on a sheet, it would be very rare. We have no example of such, but there ARE 
a few letters of the overprint incomplete in positions two and five. 

The positioning of the surcharge is also different in each case. The sheets were cut 
by knife in strips of 10. One can see the cut perforations. Compare the actual 
located stamp with the illustration above. The position will be apparent under careful 
examination with a magnifier. 

The 49 mint copies comprise 40 normal and 9 in serif, and I cannot avoid 
mentioning the SG catalogue values of fine mint copies at: 

Serif copy                     GBP  9,500  ($15,000) 

Normal copy                 GBP  4,750   ($7,000)  
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The ratio is 49/9 = about five times. If SG is correct at valuing an unused number 
five at GBP 10,000, then an unused standard copy (1-4 and 6-10) should APPEAR to 
be of a ratio much less, and of course, auction realizations bear evidence of this. In 
the past, the normal copy realized around $1,000, but as the uniqueness of each 
non-serif design became apparent, the realizations have been creeping up. This is 
indicative of realizations recently. As a guideline, a normal top condition mint copy 
would fetch rather less, while the serif copy would command some GBP 3,000 
($4,500). 

My expectations for the future would range: 

Numbers 1-3 $2200 
Numbers 7-10 $2500 
Numbers 4 & 6 $3000 
  

Brian Moorhouse indicates a value of $20,000 for the famous strip of three, ex the 
Goeggel auction of 2013, which fetched some 12,000 Swiss Francs at the time, as 
well as a strip of two, some 6,000 Swiss Francs. Very few of number five unused are 
available, so the trend in the future will be for higher valuations, perhaps $5,000. 

As mentioned before, these issues are in demand because of the increasing numbers 
of collectors. That means the values could also escalate. The normal copies are 
scarcer than realized, but advanced collectors will know that. 

  

I would recommend buying whatever serifed copies become available. 
And indeed, all other fine well-severed mint copies. Those on cover 
very much so! 
  

It would also be good to collect a full set of 10 used stamps. There are four times as 
many used copies as mint, but the number on cover is probably twice. Used covers 
(except the serif copy) might fetch some $700. Avery desirable set of ten, with each 
specific number authenticated, might be valued at $10,000. Thus, unlike the CCNA 
covers, of which there are far lesser in number than unused stamps, these covers 
are largely equal in value. Used not on cover and on fragment would be half the 
cover worth. 
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Realizations on average ($) 
With serif                     Single                        Pair                  Strip of three 

Mint                             3,500                         6,000               12,000 

Used                            1,500+ 

On cover                      3,000-5,000 

All the above might prove to be low realizations. 

  

CONSENSUS FOR FUTURE GROWTH 
Acquire top-quality, excellent perforated copies of mint and on cover. In view of how 
few of the number five serifed copies (mint or used) are available, the price 
becomes less relevant. As forgeries exist, be especially careful of too-perfect 
perforations, as most of the stamps were cut with a knife. 
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Chapter 3 

THE CURTISS LABELS (REGARDED AS 
PROOFS OR MORE CORRECTLY AS 
FORERUNNERS) 
Including the rare missing proof required to make up the complete set of 20 

  

 

 

The 1919 issue of the Curtiss labels, surcharged for use in the first official flight 
flown by Knox-Martin, was limited to 200-260 copies, depending on whose opinion is 
correct. 
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The following year, advertising labels thought suitable for surcharge were obtained 
for semi-official use. The source of the labels is a bit of a mystery. They were 
originally sold in cigarette card packs, having been printed as publicity material by 
the Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Car Company Inc. of Buffalo, New York. It appears 
these were then on sale in a stationery store in Barranquilla. Cigarette packs of cards 
were then quite popular, as were baseball cards. 

When an anticipated issue of CCNA stamps was delayed, these labels were acquired 
to serve the purpose by overprinting and cutting off the Curtiss wording. 

There are 20 labels of which there is believed to be only one full set known. 
However, Kessler states that, to his knowledge, only 19 six-part sets existed. He 
must have been aware that 20 labels did exist. Cole had one only set of 19 in the 
1940 Kessler sale. Another full collection we know of was originally in the Rendon 
collection, subsequently sold to Boonshaft in the 80s. When he passed away in the 
early 90s, his collection was sold to Harmer. Harmer offered this set for sale at GBP 
7,500 in 2008. 

Though it is rumored that 100 of each label was purchased, this is largely 
conjecture. These labels showed scenes of flights, all of which were thought suitable 
for airmail use as they included pictures of planes. These were overprinted 
with Compania/de/Navegacion Area/Porte aereo $0.10. 

Eight of the labels were initially chosen for surcharging. In March 1920, another 
label was also added for surcharging. The labels are widely regarded as proofs, and 
the balance not surcharged are collectors’ items. These do not appear in SG 
catalogues. A full set of labels is just about impossible to locate. 

There are, however, several existing short sets of 19 non-surcharged labels. When 
offered, they can be found at various prices from $2,500 to $5,000, depending on 
condition. It is not known how many short sets exist – probably very few. The rare 
and missing label shows the design “plane above two clouds”. It is difficult to value 
this label. It could be worth some several thousand dollars at auction, but the 
majority of owners will be missing this rarity. 

Why is it so rare? Well, it seems fairly certain that these labels were not produced or 
distributed in even quantities. Nine designs were surcharged, and supposedly up to 
100 of each design were produced. It seems there were hardly enough labels to 
produce the required surcharged stamps, so it is unlikely there were even 100 at the 
outset. We know of 48 unused and used stamps of “plane above two clouds” stamps 
with this particular surcharge. Add the known label and account for a few “lost” 
numbers, and one wonders how many of these labels were originally acquired. 

There is no record of the numbers of each label in existence. But several of the 19 
short sets must be quite rare. Obviously, the 11 non-surcharged would be plentiful. 
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CONCLUSION 

Valuation based on actual estimates in auction catalogues: 
Complete set of 20      per Harmer 2008                                           GBP 7,500 

Partial set of 19            per various                                                     GBP 2000 + 

Less than 19                 what a buyer would pay 

  

Collectors should acquire the partial 19-copy sets or look for a full set at any 
price. 
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Chapter 4 

THE SURCHARGED CURTISS LABELS (22 
FEBRUARY AND 4 MARCH 1920) 
This chapter includes the famous mixed frankings, the complete set and the fine 
‘socked on the nose’ examples. The second multiple set is a major piece and while 
damaged, it is the largest. When it was sold from the Peinado collection in the early 
90s, it was offered at GBP 25,000 and it ended up by selling at GBP 34,500! 
However, it fetched less in the Corinphila/Goeggel collection. 

The history of the two mixed franking items is somewhat uncertain. They appeared 
in the Peinado auction, and it must be presumed that, like several other rarities, they 
resided with Colombian collectors, or just came out of the woodwork, so to speak. 

Incidentally, the very rare items dealt with later in this chapter are those used after 
4 March, which are similarly of little-known origin. 
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The non-surcharged Condor SG7/C (signed by Herbert Bloch and L W Charlat with a Friedl Certificate dated 1979). This is 

the sole recorded usage of the un-overprinted multicolored vignette used on letter. 

 

There is an interesting bit of history on the famous non-surcharged Condor. There is 
a small dealer’s handstamp on the cover stating LW CHARLAT. He was a New York 
stamp dealer with offices at 180 Broadway in the early 1930s, who specialized in 
airmails and was therefore one of the pioneer airmail dealers. 

This great rarity first appeared in the collection of Dr  Philip Cole in the 1930s. After 
Kessler auctioned his collection in 1939/40, the entire collection realized $5,800. 
Serabrakian acquired most of it, and in turn, sold his collection some 10 years later 
between December 1950 and June 1952. The non-surcharged Condor did not appear 
and it is presumed he sold it privately, possibly to Larsen. 

In April 1955, a sale by Harmer included this item (lot 220). Harmer estimated 
$1,000 but it realized $675. 

From there, it ended up with Alex Rendon in the early 60s, who in turn sold his 
collection intact to Boonshaft. In December 1993, this cover (lot 2077) appeared in 
the sale of Boonshaft’s collection. 

A recorded sale then took place in the Corinphila sale of Goeggel (lot 4421), 
estimated at 30,000 Swiss Francs and realized at 32,000 Swiss Francs without 
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buyer’s commission. The well-known collector recently sold this priceless item for 
$49,500 including commission. Will it go to $75,000 next?  

David Feldman says "although several collectors have written about Colombian 
airmails there can only be one collector at a time that can own the this unique 
example......used without overprint - one of the rarest items in Colombian philately- 
and probably the "worlds rarest airmail stamp. 

Before Rendon it was owned by Federico Larson. 

 

The larger mixed franking realized the lowest price ever of 8,200 Swiss Francs in the 
2013 sale by Corinphila. It was a real bargain at the time! 
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NOTES ON THE CCNA ISSUE AS ILLUSTRATED 

In 1919, the Compañía Colombiana de Navegación Aérea was formed in Medellin, 

Colombia. The purpose of this was to operate an internal mail service. The first test 
flight took place on 14 February 1920 and the company decided to carry mail from 
22 February. As was often the case with early airmails flights, no stamps had been 
issued by the Colombian Post Office for aerial mail. 
 
Compañía Colombiana was granted permission to issue its own airmail stamps. As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, there was no time to do this, so the company obtained a set 

of advertising labels called proofs, privately printed by the Curtiss Motor and Aviation 
Company. They featured a variety of scenes, all of which were most appropriate for 
an airmail issue. 
 
The labels were overprinted Compania/de/Navegacion Aerea/Porte aereo: $0.10. 

Although the stamps were semi-official, the mail had to bear Colombian regular 
issue 3-centavos stamps in addition to the overprints. According to Brian Moorhouse, 
this was to reach a common weight, but some covers have several stamps to value 
of 6-centavos or more for undetermined reasons. 
The labels were made into postage stamps, as illustrated above, in the printing 
office of Miguel Araujo, publisher of the newspaper El Porvenir at Cartagena, by 
cutting off the margins bearing the Curtiss name and slogan. These were then 
overprinted with the name of the Company and the rate 10-centavos. The printer 
added his imprint at the lower right hand corner. 

There are six settings of the printed CCNA stamps. These are A1, A2, A3, B1, B2 and 
B3. These settings refer to certain peculiarities in the printing, such as dots before 
the N in the tilted wing copy, spaces between the letters in the ARAUJO at the 
bottom right of each stamp, and so on. These are useful for the identification of 
forgeries. I have several forgeries where the differences are very clear. 

Eight of the labels were initially surcharged for airmail use. In March 1920, another 
label was overprinted showing a flier in a plane watching another biplane. 

One bag of mail was carried, franked with the company’s circular stamp and the 3c 
national stamp, and cancelled with a special postmark reading Correos Aereo, 
Cartagena, Colombia, 22 February 1920. The return flight only differed by the 

Barranquilla oval postmark reading Correos Aereo, 4 March 1920, Barranquilla. 
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RESEARCH INTO THE NUMBERS PRINTED AND USED 
Following extensive research, some quite recent and based on documents and 
records kept by passenger Echavarría on the first outward and return flights, we can 
establish the numbers printed and then flown. Echavarría’s book is the ideal 
reference. His excellent account proves the validity of the multicolored CCNA stamps 
flown. 

 
*Stamps used after the 4 March return flight (more details later). 

 
UNUSED SURCHARGE STAMPS 
These are usually collected first by philatelists to make complete sets. It would only 
be possible for a maximum of 15 collectors to have complete sets, based on the 
number extant of the fuselage copy above. The order of rarity is indicated in column 
4 above. Thus, 1 is the rarest and 9 is the most readily available. However, the 
condition of some affects value. 
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USED AND ON COVER STAMPS 
To add to interest, we should submit the last column to further examination, as 
markedly different numbers of covers were sent on the return flight. The outward 
flight was from Cartagena to Barranquilla, while the return flight was from 
Barranquilla to Cartagena. Thus, we find the following: 

 
*Stamps used after the 4 March return flight (more details later). 

  

Note that column 4 is empirical in that this is the theoretical total that SHOULD 
prove that 100 non-surcharged vignettes were acquired. If they were, then many 
were lost. 
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COVER ANALYSIS 
Whereas overall, the order of scarcity is obvious, this analysis shows that: 

• on the outward flight, the order of rarity is SG 8 , SG 7 and SG 1, and 

• on the return flight, the order of rarity is SG 9 and then SG 4, 5, and 

  

Philatelists should acquire the covers of EACH outward and return flight, and 
whereas SG 9 is the most common overall at 66 covers, the return is extremely 
rare with only four copies extant (plus three in used). Consequently, the three 
scarcest would be: 

1. return flight SG 9 

2. outward flight SG 8 and 

3. outward flight SG 7 

  

The SG prices, especially of the used stamps (not clear if on cover or just used), 
seem out of line with scarcity. Traditionally, SG 5 and SG 7 seem to be the most 
expensive. Sanabria rates SG 9 as the least rare. While this is correct overall, it 
should state that the return flight is the rarest of all covers, with only four known. 
The SG 9 return flight is very scarce, whereas the outward flight cover is the most 
commonplace. This last one fetches exceptional realizations. 

SG 1 unused has no more than 38 extant yet SG values it as the least scarce. Of the 
unused stamps, SG 4 and 5 are the least scarce at 53 and 50 respectively. 

These numbers have been verified from research and from Un Nuevo Enfoque 
Sobre el Material Filatelico que Utilizo la Compania Colombianade Navigacion 
Aerea (REF Carlos Valenzuela). 
It is worth noting that the pilot Bazin kept a meticulous diary, but some pages were 
missing. Some of these lost pages can be located in Gebauer’s book, Los Primeros 50 
Anos del Correo a Colombia. There is one particular letter that gives additional 

information on the flight. 
  

THE FIRST FLIGHT 
On 22 February 1920, Bazin’s plane ‘Cartagena’ carried two passengers: Echavarría 
(the manager of CCNA) and a mechanic, Goupil. The weight of covers was four 
kilograms. 

Echavarría recorded the numbers, but there was some confusion in that the original 
number of SG 9 turned out to be three less than recorded, replaced by one SG 2 and 
two SG 4. 
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THE SECOND FLIGHT 

On 4 March 1930, the return flight carried two passengers: Mario Santo Domingo 
and Espriella. Several of the unused multicolored vignettes were used AFTER this 
date on a third flight, recorded by Echavarría. I mention these because, on the first 
and second flights, certain usages on cover were scarcer. For SG 7, there were only 
six possible usages on the first flight; for SG 8, there were only five possible usages 
on the first flight; and for SG 9, there were only four possible usages on the second 
flight – and we already know of three used that exist. 
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THE VERY RARE POST 4 MARCH FLIGHTS 
Having reached this point, it is opportune to refer to the article of research published 
in Bogota Filatelico No. 34 by Carlos Valenzuela in March 2001, which is a detailed 
study of the quantities of known vignettes, both on and off cover. Bortfeldt also 
covered this subject, dealing with the evidence of the flights following 4 March 1920. 
Some of these issues were contained in the Corinphila auction of Eugenio Gebauer’s 
collection. 

Details of the post 4 March covers and flights are found in two sections of my 
material, dealing with both the multicolored vignettes and the SG 10 green stamps 
on cover and on piece. For the latter, CCNA issued the second series of green 
stamps with a design based on the Curtiss vignettes. 

Over the years, it has been rare to see these described in auctions. Few photos were 
shown, if at all. I wondered if such rumored late usages really existed. I asked Brian 
Moorhouse if he knew of their location, but as these are such rarities, the only 
means of proving their existence on later dates was through date-stamped 
cancellations. I deduced they should be of immense value to advanced collectors as 
of these, there are less than a handful and only a few on piece. We can only assume 
that at times there were not sufficient 10c unicolor items in the area. Both the 
multicolor and unicolor vignettes were of 10-centavos value. 

The two flights already discussed used up almost all the multicolors. The ones left 
over are incredibly scarce. It is only within the last 10 years that these later usages 
have appeared out of the woodwork. At one time, they were regarded as priceless, 
but recently they have been acquired at ridiculously low realizations – at least in my 
opinion. If they become available again, they are real collector’s items. These are 
the seven used after 4 March 1920 (three of the SG 3, two of the SG 4, and two of 
the SG 1): 

• 6 March 1920 x 2 

• 9 March 1920 x 1 

• 14 April 1920 x 1 

• 17 October x 3 

Even in terms of the quantities sent on 22 February 1920, these are especially 
scarce. Take SG 1 and SG 4, for example – only seven of each exist on cover to 
Barranquilla (the scarcest), and now we have one extra of each as a post 4 March 
cover. For SG 3, 12 exist on cover to Barranquilla, and now we have one extra as a 
post 4 March cover. Thus, in each case there is a premium value, and in the case of 
6 March, these are unique in CCNA usage. My opinion is that these would reach a 
premium of three times as much as normal, at least. 

In the examples shown below, the top left is dated 6 March, the top right is 9 March, 
center left is 17 October, center right is 14 May, bottom left is 17 October and 
bottom right is 6 March.  
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According to Carlos Valenzuela in an article published in Bogota Filatelico no. 34, it 
seems that Charles Pooley, Chief Engineer of The Colombia Railways and Navigation 
Co. was quite an important person, and his family were among the passengers on 
the 17 October flight. If one looks carefully at the log, this flight was most unusual, 
as is skimmed along at a height of 800 feet and lasted for an hour. Not a normal 
‘sports’ flight, which would last 20 minutes or so at 300ft. There is no other such 
lengthy sports flight recorded. It seems likely that this was a special request. 

After 15 October, the CCNA instructed Bazin not to conduct short sports flights, as 
they were deemed hazardous, and instead instructed that he obtain 10 passengers 
for flights of up to 30 minutes. Of course, Bazin preferred longer flights as it was 
part of his salary. In a communication dated 17 October, Bazin was awarded with a 
gold medal and a bottle of Champagne. To ingratiate himself with his friends, he 
gave a free flight of 50 minutes. This favor must have been extended to Mr Pooley. 
Strictly speaking, there was a protocol: receive correspondence in the offices of the 
CCNA, use the respective airmail stamp and postmark, then take this to the national 
stamp mail office, in which the 3-cent national stamp was affixed before the letter 
was taken to the plane. 
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COLOMBIA – RARE POST 4 MARCH USAGE 

 
Scott CL CCNA 6 March usage. Cartagena to Barranquilla, cover tied by light oval CCNA Cartagena oval with 3c national issue. 

One of only two known ex Phillips Colombian airmails (1990) and ex Boonshaft and Goeggel. This is dated 6 March but 

previously recorded as 11 March. 

THE THIRD FLIGHT 

On 6 March 1920, it appears there was one multicolored SG 3 mentioned in 
Echavarría’s notes. An SG 1 cover in the same auction was shown as of 11 March 
but also said to be 6 March. The SG 3 copy realized a low price at just under 4,600 
Swiss Francs in the Goeggel September auction, even though a higher price was 
expected. However, Echavarría shows another later SG 3 off-cover that was flown on 
14 April. 
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SUBSEQUENT FLIGHTS WHERE MULTICOLORED 
STAMPS WERE USED – 9 MARCH/14 APRIL 1920 
A 9 March copy on piece contains an SG 4, while the 14 April contains an SG 3 off 
cover, as evidenced by the pilot Bazin in his letter of mid-1962 to Gebauer. This was 
offered and sold as part of the Johnson auction. Both are unique! 

  

17 OCTOBER 1920 
Interestingly, the 17 October cover to Pooley used one of the remaining CCNA 
multicolor stamps. It includes the SG 4 and SG 1 on cover as well as an SG 3 on 
piece. These are described as the only proof of existence to point toward the 17 
October flight, but questions remain. 

There is also a genuine SG 5 stamp that was unusually surcharged 30cvs – the 10-
centavos was increased to 30-centavos. This surcharge was usually only used on a 
unicolor green SG 10. 

All the usages after 4 March are almost one of a kind and are of great value. 
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ADDENDUM TO CHAPTER 4 – MORE 
RESEARCH 
  

4.1 COMMENT ON THE NUMBERS FOUND OF THE FIRST AND SECOND FLIGHTS 

I have not been able to locate as many stamps as Bazin reported. We know the 
indicative numbers of used and on cover, but there seem to be a number missing 
that have not appeared in any auctions. Bazin recorded 11 covers of SG 2 on the 
outward flight, for example, but only seven have been located. As for the return 
flight, I have only located eight out of Bazin’s 10 For SG 3, I am six short in total. 
For SG 7, I am short on the return flight, which Bazin set at 13. Finally, I cannot 
locate several of SG 8. Other collectors are likely to locate more than I have, but we 
must bear in mind that there ARE a number out there that I cannot find. What does 
this mean? 

Covers are extremely scarce. While these are popular with collectors, it is likely they 
are undervalued relative to unused multicolored stamps of this issue. With a limited 
number of collectors at present, the future of these rarities is very interesting.  

4.2 THE SO-CALLED COMMEMORATIVE RE-SURCHARGED MULTICOLORS, DATED 
22 FEBRUARY 1920 

 

Gebauer states that all the multicolors except the plane over two clouds, the 
fuselage, and the ocean liner were additionally surcharged 30cvs for commemorative 
purposes on 22 February. These covers did not include the normal 3c 1917 stamp. 
Very few have ever been seen since. They were not even flown, and Kessler does 
not mention commemorative use at any point. 
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However, as I mentioned earlier, there was an October 1920 flight with an SG 5 that 
featured the 30cvs surcharge. This 30cvs was essential as the rate had been 
increased from 10c to 30c. In several letters to various agents, they were ordered to 
apply the tariffs for all correspondence. But this unilateral determination of the 
company appears to have had no legal basis. The government contact provided a 
fee of 10 cents per 15 grams for correspondence, and no legal authorization for 
increasing rates was supported since the contract was valid until 3 December. It is 
very likely that SCADTA service began applying a rate of 50 cents, which was later 
reduced to 30 cents, and this was the reason for this increase. 

It is strange that 30cvs (as such) is the exact way it was printed. Cole’s collection, 
auctioned by Kessler in 1940, does not include ANY such example. Gebauer places 
an indicative value of around twice the value of a normal cover for this stamp. In my 
view collectors, should purchase copies as soon as they become available. 

  

4.3 REALIZATIONS OF CCNA MULTICOLORED VIGNETTES (EXCLUDING 
COMMISSION) 
Unused copies appear to realize up to $2,000, except for the SG 5 stamp, which 
fetches up to $5,000 and the SG 7, which reaches $3,000. If some are undervalued, 
I reckon the SG 2, with only 27 theoretically in existence, should be the same price 
as the Condor. Try and find one! 

The SG 9 is the second most scarce at 24, and once again it is very hard to find. 
Thus, we can expect SG 2, SG 7 and SG 9 to all approach $3,000. Used singles fetch 
around half of the above, while covers are fetching rather more that unused copies 
and are appreciating at a pace. In general, good copies are fetching up to $3,000+. 

A cover of SG 9 on the return flight from Barranquilla to Cartagena of which only 
four exist are desirable and should be bought. 

  

However, those used AFTER 4 March are currently undervalued. Some years ago it 
was reckoned GBP 5,000 was the price for these very rare and isolated items. 
Many of the above have imperfections. Covers seem to be valued much the same as 
mint copies. But the trend seems upwards for covers. SG does not show any values 
for covers. Pristine mint copies are the ones to acquire as such are very scarce. A 
full set of mint pristine copies could be worth $30,000 or more in the future. 

The SG values for mint copies only apply if they are pristine but nevertheless are 
considerably above realizations. Their values average $6,000 (and as high as 
$22,000 for SG 6) and more might well come to fruition in the future, but buyers 
should look for pristine copies if they exist. Such are much rarer than the market 
believes. Unused copies appear to realize at around $2,000. 
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It is worthwhile to note that there are some exceptions. Firstly, the SG 6 is incredibly 
scarce and it is very unlikely that more than 10 of these remain in collector’s hands. 
Not all are in top condition. By way of example, I know a collector who waited more 
than five years to find a copy. Gibbon’s high value is probably fairer and I would not 
be surprised if at least $10,000 would be the going figure in future. Likewise, the 
Condor in top condition is a rarity and could well fetch $5,000. 

As for these on cover, it is best to hone in on the scarcer of the two alternatives, as 
numbers recorded of either the outward or the inward flight have a bearing on 
demand. If you are unsure, refer to the table in Chapter 4a. 

 

4.4 EXAMPLES OF THE SECOND ISSUE – MARCH TO NOVEMBER 1920 

Find examples of six essays and the trial printing from the Spink sale of 2014 below: 
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1920, 10c. brick-red, ‘sea and mountains’ and ‘cliff and lighthouse’. The two vignettes in this 

color showing framed Cia. Colombiana de Navegación/Aérea/Agencia El Banco cachet in violet. 

Minor imperfections as usually encountered when these stamps are in used condition. Two of 

the three examples are known to bear usage of the CCNA handstamp of El Banco 
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Chapter 5 

 

THE SECOND ISSUE (SANABRIA TYPE ‘N’) 
These were used from March to November 1920 and issued following the 
multicolored vignettes, which were almost entirely used on 22 February and 4 March 
1920. The above is a green unicolor SG 10 rendering of the pilot signaling, as in the 
multicolored vignette SG 4. 
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Only a few multicolored vignettes remained after 4 March, and the remainder were 
used on flights not long afterwards. Most of the SG 10 type ‘n’ covers feature the 
same single green design and were printed by C Valiente of Barranquilla. 

Most catalogues deal with this in a cursory fashion, as most issues remaining for 
collectors are either unused or on undated cancellations. The real value is found on 
cover or on a few dated extracts/fragments dated for flights, as documented by 
Bazin. Full or part unused sheets are very scarce. Of utmost rarity are the post-4 
March 1920 covers of the CCNA multicolored vignettes. 

For the SG 10 green issues, dates were recorded by the pilot Bazin. There may only 
be a few of each type in existence, while some are completely unique. The value 
should be determined by the numbers found, but in fact they have generally been 
valued in accordance with demand by the few collectors looking to complete their 
collections in auctions, where scarce material surfaced after many years. The oldest 
evidence is from the Cole’s collection in 1940. Catalogue values seem to be of little 
use. Examples of the covers, and some on piece, are illustrated in this monograph. 

Many of the flights did not carry mail at all. These include those flights on 29-31 
March, and 3, 7, 12, 17, 19, 24 and 26 June 1920. The relevant dates of the flights 
on which mail was carried that are mentioned by Bazin and we have recorded are 6 
March, 11 March, and 5, 7, 14, 17, 18, 25 and 29 April. He also made flights on 20 
April; 5, 7, 9, 10 and 29 June; 5, 7, 10 and 20 July (the latter resulting in a crash); 
17 October and 30 November. 

  

 

Ex Philp G Cole 1939/40. A pre-cancelled pair of the 1920 issue. Extremely rare 
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6 March 1920, first day issue. This is a rare usage, especially for a commercial cover 
to overseas – on this occasion New York. The latter section was transported by 

maritime means. Only three covers are known, and this is the ONLY one to leave 
Colombia. 

 

 

Rendon certificate. Ex Boonshaft. It was estimated at $3,000. 

  

OTHER RECORDED MAIL 
Jourdanet made several flights in April with mail. The CCNA was looking at the 
possibility of scheduling flights to four airports in preparation for further flights to 
Medellin and Bogota. Bazin was doing this too, and in the process, he travelled by 
road, on foot, river boat and train. 

Most dates are accounted for, but we have been unable to locate any mail from 11 
April, a date on which we know mail was carried. 
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ACTUAL EVIDENCE FROM LOCATED 
COVERS/FRAGMENTS 
As mentioned above, Bazin recorded all his flights, enumerating to whom covers 
were addressed.  

6 March 1920: Inland to Franco, Gonzalez & Co and Robson Lowe 

 

6 March 1920: Overseas to Lecompte (NY) and Sola (Paris) 
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11 March 1920: Inland to Anabel Lombardi (one 10c/one 16c) and Puccini 
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5 April 1920: Proving the existence of a 6 April flight from Cartagena to Barranquilla 

with an oval cancel. Thought to be sent to a Kelly. UNIQUE! 

 

  

7 April 1920: Inland from Cartagena to Barranquilla to James W Kelly with 5 green 

and 24c local stamps (realized for 1,800 Swiss Francs including commission by 
Corinphila). UNIQUE! 
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17/18 April 1920: Inland from Cartagena to Barranquilla to Palacio with an oval 

cancel. Ex Goeggel. UNIQUE! 

 

  

25 April 1920: An unusual piece from Barranquilla with an oval cancellation.  This 

can only be from a return flight, possibly the last full flight before Jourdanet flew for 
the last time on 29 April. Unrecorded proof of existence. UNIQUE! 

 

‘Cartagena’ crashed on 29 April 1920 and Jourdanet was killed. There is no specific 
mention by Bazin of mail on this flight, but I show above a CLEARLY DATED piece 
with a 3c national stamp from 25 April, plus a green stamp with an oval cancellation 
from Barranquilla, without an addressee. According to Brian Moorhouse, this could 
have been on a cover handled early and scheduled for the 29 April flight. But of 
course, there are no known covers from the flight in question. 
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7 June 1920: Inland to Franco Gonzalez and Co. (and Ramon Glens?) on the 

replacement flight for the crashed ‘Cartagena’. Ex Corinphila (lot 3171) that features 
three green stamps and realized 900 Swiss Francs at auction. 

 

  

9 June 1920: Carried by the new waterplane ‘Santa Maria’, flown by Bazin. The 

cover features a Cartagena date stamp with oval cancellation. This is the only record 
of this flight. UNIQUE! 
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7 July 1920: Addressed to Franco Gonzalez & Co and Ramon Glens. I do not have 

the front cover of this letter. 

  

  

July 1920: A partially dated back cover with oval Cartagena cancellation. 

  

  

10 July 1920: Addressed to Vincente Puccini. Ex Corinphila (lot 3170) with eight 

stamps that realized the low estimate of 500 Swiss Francs. UNIQUE! 
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Includes an undated cover with two stamps on the back from July 1920. 

20 July 1920: Addressed to Ramon Glens, recovered by Bazin from the crashed 

flight of pilot Fratoni’s plane. Ex Investphila (lot 1047) estimated at $5,000 and 

realized at $6,000. UNIQUE! 

 

  

30 November 1920: Addressed to Senora Teresa Echavarria. A postcard with four 

national yellow ½ c stamps. 
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Conclusion 
Is there mail on the dates mentioned by Bazin, other than the ones we know exist 
today? We only have some 15–16 finds of covers and a few singles, showing us the 
extreme rarity of used covers with the green SG 10, only surpassed by the 
multicolored CCNA vignettes dated after 4 March, which are indeed rarer. 

Are there any others? 

I have looked at most of the old catalogs. I have found some dates of covers 
offered. A number seem to have disappeared. Brian Moorhouse says this is not 
unlikely among even the classic issues, but from time to time these re-emerge. For 
example, the Nicholls auction of April 1951 shows number 62 being a light red-
brown SG 13a on cover from Cartagena to Barranquilla dated 13 March  1920. There 
is also a SG10 CCNA dated 22 June 1920. 

I have not seen this example in any of the major auctions. 
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THIRD ISSUE – OCTOBER 1920 
  

Shown – (in the introduction to the various issues) and below Type “o” and “p” as 
described in Sanabria. 
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GENERAL COMMENT ON CHAPTER 4 CCNA ISSUES AND 
PRELIMINARY VIEW ON THE FIRST, SECOND, THIRD 
AND FOURTH ISSUES OF THE UNICOLOR STAMPS. 
(I have summarized these in the following way for ease of comparison) 

  

The first issue (as included in text previously) 
Of the multicolor vignettes of 22 February and 4 March 4 and thereafter, and dealt 
with in Chapter 3. 

  

The second issue (March 6 to November 1920) 
This is the green SG10 based on SG5 of the multicolor stamp. These flights are 
individually notated in date order and carried on through to November 1920. These 
are found in Chapter 5. Sanabria  shows the type “n” and “p” and “o” very clearly. 

  

The third and fourth issues (December 1920) 
The third Issue comprises a number of essays and trial printings of the sea and 
mountain type “o” and the cliffs and sea type “p”. 

In the HR Harmer auction of 13 December 1949, we see offered in lots 378–9 
collections of unused singles, blocks, se tenant blocks in various shades of red-
brown and vermillion. These were never flown. 

  

The fourth issue 
Also included is the reds as above, etc., as from 6 March. As we have seen, the 
green second issue prevailed during this period as did some unused CCNA stamps. 

  

However, a few VERY rare flown dated copies do exist. They are amongst the rarest 
of all Colombian Airmails. 

There is a degree of uncertainty on the date of the issue of the SG11–15. Like 
SG   10, the issue was of the same date. SG says in its South America catalog that it 
was October 1920. Kessler and Gebauer suggest “possibly October 1920”. An early 
airmail catalog of David Field 1934, gives April 1920. 

The “proof of the pudding” comes from authentic good covers bearing stamps and 
postmark cancellations which are clearly dated. 
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We do have cancellations from March 1920 right through to the date SG suggests. 
See the following: 

1. We have cover ex the Chas Nicholls sale in 1951, lot 106, dated 13 March. That 
same cover was in the Serabrakian sale 24 June 1952, lot 531 and expertised signed 
Diena, which was ex Dr Phillip Cole 1939/40. 

2. The Marquess of Bute sale shows two covers, one of 11 March 1920, and the other 
of 11 August 1920, one with a vertical pair and one with three stamps, and these 
stamps are Sanabria 14 and 15a. (Robson Lowe March 1959 sale) 

3. The Kessler sale of the famed Matthews collection of February 1961 shows three fine 
covers dated 23 June 1920, lots 1705, 1712 and 1714, and each one is signed 
“Champion.” These appeared in many of the old auction catalogs. Sanabria 14a, 15a 
and 15c. All backstamped Cartagena and ex cancelled Barranquilla. Commercially 
addressed. 

 

In addition, I have an old article reprinted from “THE AERO FIELD,” which is 
described as “the most complete record yet published of the first and special flights 
of COLOMBIA.” 

March 1920 “issue of 10c stamp in three designs and various shades of green and 
brown red by Colombiana de Navegacion Aerea”.  

To see what flown, red-brown type shades might have been offered, we perused 
the dated catalogs since 1935. 
 
1935, 11 December, N.Sanabria, nothing found 

1943, 17 December, F R Ferryman,  nothing found 

1947, 11 November, Gildred, HR Harmer, 25 December 1920, 0-20 surcharge 
(recorded!) ex Cole. 

Nothing more until: 1951, April, Chas L.  Nichols sale by Kessler. 

Colombia CCNA 1920 flown cover from Cartagena to Baranquilla with 1920 CCNA 
10c brown-red SG13a, plus national issue dated 13 March 1920. This is illustrated in 
the catalog and is the exact copy we have located. 

1952, 24 June. S Serabrakian sale. The very same item is offered in lot 531. It was 
unpriced and described as very rare. It was sold for US$600. 

1954, 5 October HR Harmer. nothing found 

1956, 18 October, nothing found 
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1955, 18 April, nothing found 

1959, 25 March, Marquess of Bute. Here are the finds but not seen since. 
 
Lots 102, 11 August 1920, 10c light brown red with scroll cancellation of Medellin on 
cover. Also lot 106, 11 March 1920, 10c light brown red vertical pair on cover, 
Sanabria 14 and 15a, Cartagena to Barranquilla. 

Also lot 112 but undated, fine cover with Sanabria 15a and 15c. 

  

February 1961 the Kessler sale – some wonderful 
finds of this fourth issue. 
Look at lots 1705, vermillion ex Barranquilla to Cartagena – as also are 1712, 1714, 
all covers dated 23 June and signed Champion. 

Thus I have only one SG 13a dated March 13th 1920 red – brown, which I secured 
ex Cherrystone 2015. 
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EXAMPLES OF SECOND ISSUE RARITIES ACTUALLY 
FLOWN, NAMELY GREEN (NUMBER 10/11 AND 
VERMILLION/CARMINE NUMBERS 14/15 
Vermillion/carmine: I have referred to a number of flown covers as illustrated in the 
Robson Lowe, Bermuda auction of 16 February 1979. These include lot 1224 (cliff 
and mountains type “p”) addressed to Enrique uribe Diaz. In the same auction lot 
1225 is a carmine cover with 2 x type “p” and 2 type “o”, which realized in that year 
1979, US$1,000. However, this is dated August 1921. 

Then too, in the Phillips auction in London 1990, we see a number on piece, not on 
cover. Lot 850 is the red plane over two peaks. 

Of type 13 light brown-red, 408 were printed in March 1029: We have but just one 
example ex  the   Nicholls   sale.   What   happened   to   the   others?   The   sea 
and mountains type “J” (per Kessler) and type”K” were printed as in the sheet 
shown. Almost all in reddish hues remain unused. Particularly, of the rows showing a 
Tete-Beche example, only a few remain as such, the same with juxta-positioned 
blocks. Later, these examples were surcharged “0-30” and “ 0-30” and 30CVS. All 
which were flown, as indeed the example unsurcharged, are extremely rare. 

   

USAGE OF TYPE “O” USED IN MARCH 13, 1920. SOON 
AFTER ISSUE OF NUMBER 14 VERMILLION/CARMINE 
Except for the two we have dealt with, the second series green, from 6 March to 
July 1920, (numbers 12/13), there is little or no evidence of flown usage of the red-
brown 12/13 or the vermillion/carmine numbers 14/15. In fact, there was doubt any 
existed. And while just two or so flown of this color exist in December of that year, 
these are the surcharged 0-20 and 0-30 type. So, we are looking for unsurcharged 
copies. 

Shown later is a cover dated 13 March 1920. It is type “o” vermillion/carmine and 
has a penciled expert signature of Alberto Diena (Italy) on the right side lower edge. 

The date is fully shown on the back of the cover, and on the front is clearly March 
(smudged) 1920. 

Bazin records that he made flights between Cartagena and Barranquilla from 22 
February 1920, but it is known that the second and later series commenced 6 March. 
This is one of the very few of number 14 vermillion/carmine (Third series used 
flown.) 

In some early catalogs of 1930-1950, there are references to such a cover, but I had 
never seen one. Especially type “o”. 
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This March 13 cover is first mentioned as part of Serabrakian’s collection, much of 
which was acquired from Dr. Phillip G. Cole. In 1952, Kessler auctioned the Charles 
L. Nicholls, of Bogota, Colombia, collection. 

Included therein was this same flown unicolor light red-brown unsurcharged, dated 
13 March 1920. It is possible that this was acquired by the Marquess of Bute, whose 
collection was sold by Robson Lowe in 1959, including a red-brown flown cover. 

However, I have not seen it in any later collections, such as those of Boonshaft. 

While these have appeared in several auctions since Dr. Cole in 1939, a close 
investigation reveals these are FAKE. What is a SCADTA postmark doing on a CCNA 
cover? This style of SCADTA cancellation was not introduced until sometime around 
the later 1922 period in Barranquilla and the 1923 period in Cartagena. 
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Interesting note: Where covers were addressed in this era to Felix and Mrs. Josefina Banfi, she was the wife of Don Vicente 

Puccini, and the Banfi’s were brothers. There was much correspondence. However, covers addressed outside the family are 

rare. 

 

Enlarged Alberto Diena Signature 
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Two Commercial Covers 

1920. 13 March 1920. 

1929. 11 August 1929. 

  

 

Remarkable multi-stamped cover – Cartagena oval cancellation as are all March 1920 NB: The 11 August example also has 

an oval cancellation ex Cartagena. 
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CHAPTER 5 (c) 
FOURTH ISSUE – 
being the similar “sea and mountains” and “cliff and lighthouse” 

The Surcharged 30 cvs  
In November 1920, type SG10 stamps were surcharged 30 CVS and used on a flight 
from Barranquilla to Puerto Berrio. On this flight, the plane was damaged during a 
forced landing. 

 

These 30CVS flown are very rare. 
Attached hereto is a Colombia CCNA 1920 “30 CVS” SG15 affixed to an envelope 
with a small oval-shaped “Cia Colombiana de N avegacion/Aerea/Cartagena” ribbon 
cancellation. 

Brian Moorhouse suggests that this could be a “trial marking,” but genuine and rare. 
This cancellation has not been recorded on any known flight. The only known flight 
was a postcard posted in Cartagena without the 30 cent surcharge. 

The typewritten 0-20  and 0-30 surcharges 
In December 1920, typewritten 0-20 and 0-30 surcharged stamps were produced on 
the brick-red and Brown-red SG 13a -14a. 

In December 1920, these SG 13a and SG14a were each surcharged as above in 
violet for the return flight from Puerto Barrio, but as mentioned, the plane was 
damaged beyond repair and so the mail was returned by surface mail. 

However, another flight took place on 15 December 15 from Medellin to Cartagena – 
see the cancellation also to New York on that date hereunder. 
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EXAMPLES NOW SHOWN 
This is a 20 December flight showing the sea and mountains design and tied by the 
rare “Cia Colombiana de Navegacion/Area/Medellin ribbon cancellation, plus a cover 
Medellin to Cartagena “sea and mountains” surcharged 0.30 by typewriter. The 
plane ran out of fuel and was destroyed in a storm. This is one of just two covers 
that survived (ex Neuberger). 

 

Center – This is the ONLY cover recorded to New York bearing a very rare CCNA 

fourth-issue handstamp (ex Neuberger). (This typewritten 0.30 instead of  0-30 is 
unique.) 
  

These covers surcharged 0-30 and O.20 realized Sw.Fcs 5,100 (Corinphila 18 
November 2014 and sw.fcs 5,000 respectively. 
1920, 20 December. Cover from Medellin to Cartagena, bearing “Cliff and 
Mountains” 30 cents on 10 cents light brown-red, typewritten surcharge, paying the 
national postage for the single rate with 3 cents, both tied by blue duplex datestamp 
on dispatch, with vignette also tied by “Cia Colombiana de 
Navegación/Aérea/Medellin” ribbon handstamp, and Cartagena boxed receiving 
datestamp in blue at foot. An exceedingly rare usage of these typewritten vignettes, 
of which very few were provisionally surcharged to be used on the 20 December 
flight, with an extremely small quantity of covers recorded. One of the important 
rarities of Colombian aerophilately, of great facination. Cert. 
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The Only Cover Recorded, bearing the C.C.N.A. Fourth Issue, sent abroad. 

1920, 20-25 December. Commercial envelope from Medellin to New York, bearing a 
magnificent marginal example of “Cliff and Lighthouse” 30 cent on 10 cent, light 
brown-red, typewritten surcharge, tied by very elusive “Compania Colombiana/De/ 
Navegación Aérea/Agencia De/Medellin” large oval handstamp in violet, additionally 
franked, for  the single rate, with two National Poast 5 cents cancelled by indistinct 
c.d.s. dated 25 December, which also passes through the “Hospital de San 
Vicente/Medellin” 1 cent charity label. “Correos/Aéreos/Cartagena” oval cachet on 
reverse applied to airmail. The only cover known bearing any vignette of this 
provisional issue and addressed to a foreign destination. Its significance is reinforced 
by the fact that very few vignettes with typewritten surcharge were produced and 
the desirability of this cover is further enhanced by the very rare usage of the 
C.C.N.A. handstamp of the Medellin Agency. One of the greatest aerophilatelic 
rarities of Colombia. Gebauer 24. Ex Jacobo Neuburger. Flown only from Medellin 
internationally and then sent by sea to the U.S.A. 

Note: The cover has a typewritten value 0.20 instead of 0-30. In the above are 
shown the SG10-14 surcharges in Unicolors as distinct from the multicolored 
Vignette. 

I record Phillips 1990 and Robson Lowe 1979 showing a set of seven: three with 
Sanabria guarantees, and also one signed by Gerbauer. SG shows a value of GBP 
3250 for a used copy, which I have not seen. 

NOTE: The typewritten surcharges are first shown in the Cole sale in 1940. They are 
exceedingly rare. They were always canceled with a Medellin semi oval postmark. 
One was sent to Don Eduardo Correa of New York (see illustration) with 
a  CCNA  cancellation. 

During 20-25 December 1920, SG 11a & 12a were typewritten surcharged 0-20 and 
0- 30 for use in the return flight on the “Medellin” from Puerto Berrio, but as the 
plane was badly damaged the covers were sent by surface mail. 
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The two varieties of the 0-20 surcharges are type 15 and 16, whereas the two 
varieties of the 0–30 are type 17 and 18. 

Ex Matthews sale February 1961 

Ex Cole 1939 (why no National Stamp perhaps at the back)? 

Ex Matthews sale 1961 

 

These surcharges were for flights from Medellin and use the oval type cancellation 
on the top line “Cia Colombiana de Navegacion” and the lower line “MEDELLIN”. In 
the examples above, some originally for the Cole collection, are the two “0-20” and 
“0-30” surcharges. 

In the example is also a “sea and mountain” type “o” together with the above. Also 
there is a SG10 green second issue with the same cancellation. 

The above examples include rarities from the Cole collection.The Padilla cover is very 
rare and note the Tax Perdue insignia pointing out that postage was due as no 
additional local stamp was affixed. This is ex the Gebauer collection and surcharged 
0-20 signifying a usage prior to the beginning of December when the rate increased 
from 20 to 30 centavos. 

In a letter dated November 15th the general manager confirmed this. 
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EXAMPLES OF KESSLER TYPEWRITTEN 
SURCHARGES 

Extremely rare special flight vignettes Medellin/Cartagena, a special flight which took 
place 15 December 1920. All are surcharged in violet by typewriter. Colomphil 
certificates numbers D545-547 

Ex private sale Club Filatelico de Bogotá February 2011 

  

 

1. 0-20 surcharge, Kessler type 15 red-brown with violet surcharge 

  

 

2. 0-20 surcharge, Kessler type 16 red-brown with violet surcharge 

  

 

3. 0-30 surcharge, Kessler type 17 red-brown with violet surcharge 
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4. 030 surcharge, Kessler type 18 red-brown with violet surcharge 

  

These are Sanabria 26 – 29 prepared on 15 December 1920 for use on a flight 
Medellin to Cartagena on 25 December 1920. 

  

  

Example of a CVS proof 

 

Colombia CCNA airmail imperf black proof – November 1 1920. Very rare according 
to Dieter Bortfeldt. See Colomphil certificate D544. 

Kessler type 13j, using violet rubber handstamp. The actual stamp was used on the 
route Catagena/Barranqullia. The plane carrying this mail sank and used copies were 
apparently not recovered. 

Ex private sale ex Club Fliatellco de Bogota February 2011. 

There are a number of other examples. 
The range of prices for the fourth issue 0-20 and 0-30 surcharges – US$ 2500–3500 
on cover realized in the Spink Auction, but I believe these were low realizations. 
Very few exist and of the ones shown above, only one or two exist. On fragment 
used, US$ 1,000. 
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NOTE ON CURRENCY VOLATILITY 
It appears that collectors had bid higher prices at auctions in the period 1940 
onwards to well into the 1990s. We can see the effect of currency exchange 
variations and volatility. 

For example, Kessler in 1936 valued unused stamps at $90 and covers at $125. 
Gebauer in 1975 showed $70 and $750. 

Such unused stamps are quite scarce and combinations could be looked for by 
collectors. 

I disregard unused stamps, except for full sheets because of the large number 
printed, yet never used on flights. They are only of value when dates of the flights 
are clear and unambiguous. Thus, covers are desired by collectors. 

The only exceptions are the scarce combinations. Examples of scarce combinations 
can be found in the older Semprano catalogs. 

These scarce combinations have catalog values that are almost meaningless. In 
buying power, $1,000 in 1955 could be $20 000 today, and in 1979 $5,000 and in 
1990 $25,000! 

Thus, an estimate by Gebauer in the ‘70s of $400 would be over $1,500 
today! Absolutely worth collecting if such can be found. 
  
Examples of values by Gebauer in the past: 
SG 10/LT293/Sanabria 11 gives relative values for dated used stamps and some also 
on cover. 

In standard green  (type “o”)  he rated at $1500-2500** 

In unused form he only rates a double impression copy. I have never seen this but 
he values it at about a third of a cover, $600 at the time. Very rare. 

Because of the near almost seldom ever-seen copies on cover of the next issues in 
red brown vermillion, these are not discussed and I give attention to those items 
deserving special mention. 
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a. The re-engraved mountain 
Examples of these second issues, which I discussed earlier 

THE RE-ENGRAVED MOUNTAIN 

This is type “p.” Looking at a complete sheet, it will be seen that the third row of 6 
down, being number 23, one from the end of the line, the outer ridge of the 
mountain has been re-drawn. It is a feature that the top line of the Compania 
Colombiana has letters missing between the “I” and the “C”, the “C” itself being very 
faint. Compared with the other stamps on the sheet, to the right of the redrawn 
ridge, the shading is mostly missing except for the upper “rh” section. The line of 
the “rh” ridge is broken in its upward curve. In addition, the small bird is hardly 
visible. The paper quality should be identical to other stamps in this series. 

The arrows in the photocopy below point to these features. 

The copy below is genuine in all respects. 

 

The arrows show specific differences. This is position 23, line 3. One position on 
the sheet was so light that it had to be re-engraved. The resulting low numbers 
makes this a useful collector’s item. Gerbauer valued this at 15 times normal. 
No used copies are known. If found, they would be very valuable. He suggested 
that the re-engraved item 23 in pair with position 23 would be valued 
exceptionally. 
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b. Juxtapositioned blocks. 

These are in blocks of four, but are usually seen with five As in the example above, 
there were two vertically positioned and two horizontally positioned. Fifty years ago, 
Gerbauer valued this at some $1000 while Sanabria valued it at $1,500. 

 

  

c. Tete-Beche copies 
Gebauer valuation in past years, just for reference: Gebauer valued these at one 
third of a re-engraved copy. Twenty copies theoretically existed. But few have 
remained as they were cut up for sale. Definitely an item for collectors. 

SG 12/LT 294, san 12. Sanabria, Deep Green (type “p”) he shows at $2,500 on 
cover. 

He shows SG 13/LT295/san 13 (type “p”) in Brick-red Vermillion Carmine SG11/LT 
296/san 14 (type “o”) Deep green. Gerbauer values a pair with LT 294 at $450 in 
comparison with a cover at $2,500 SG14/LT297 (type “o” ) Brick-red Vermillion 
Carmine.  

As above he rates the comparative value of Tete-beche and Juxta-postioned blocks 
at $1,200, half the value he placed on unicolored covers. 
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d. Side-by-side examples 
Gebauer made mention of side-by-side examples for premium values 

Examples 

LT 295 + LT 297                     green   500 

LT 294 + LT 296                         red   500 

 

I have not seen any examples. 

  

e. 15 December overprinted “20CVS” &  “30 CVS” in 
violet surcharge, by typewriter. 
Each in type 13 and 14 from the second setting. These overprinted items are scarce, 
even in unused condition. Brian Moorhouse says he has seen just a couple over 
many years. Phillips auctioned several in 1990 

  

Worth acquiring 

In November 1920, Green type “o” and “p” and vermillion “o” and “p” were 
overprinted in 

violet. They were used only on 30 November. There were flown from Cartagena 
only. 
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f. Proofs in black 
These are previously shown after the Kessler type 15 and 16, etc. examples. Proofs 
were seldom seen for many years, but a pristine unused set realized $1,000 each 
(Club Filatelico Bogota.) 

  

The borderline is quite different The four examples were sold privately for US$1,000 
each in 2009. 
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Chapter 6 

CHAPTER 6(a): SCADTA REVISION SO FAR 
  

Up to now, following the CCNA vignette issues in Chapter 4, we have dealt with the 

SG10 second issues, which were for the period March – November 
1920.   See Chapter 5 (a). 
After that we dealt with the SG11-15 and 15a varieties. See Chapter 5(b). 

1. In October 1920, the first issue of the SCADTA 30c and 50c was introduced. The 30c black-
on-rose design was used officially until March 1921. Initially some 50c stamps were used, as 
the rate was 50c, but after that the 30c stamp was used as the rate was reduced. These 50c 
stamps appeared with the “famousa” bird/colibri humming-bird surcharge. See Chapter 
6(b). 

2. From March 1921 – September 1921, these 30c stamps were used on experimental flights. 
See Chapter 7. 

3. From September 1921 until end December 1921, these same 30c and a few 50c stamps were 
used on scheduled flights, the experimental flights being proved reliable. See Chapter 6(d). 

4. In the interim, provision was made for the treatment of mail arriving from overseas and in 
this period, I have shown and described the Meija forerunners. See Chapter 6(c). 

5. In November/December 1921, these stamps were used surcharged and are titled SCADTA 
Provisional stamps. These had a variety of different surcharges of 10c and 30c values due to 
the stock of the 30c being used up. See Chapter 6(d). As no other newly printed stamps were 
available, these surcharges became a unique part of Colombian airmail history. See Chapter 
6. The brilliant “Handbook of the SCADTA Provisional Surcharges 1921-1923”, edited and 
published by Santiago Cruz and Dieter Bortfeldt in 2004, gives the most splendid detail of all 
the surcharged stamps found. See Chapter 6(e). 

6. In November 1921, the new second issue of SCADTA stamps were printed. These were 
values of 10c, 15c and 30c and are not dealt with here. 

7. In December 1921, the new third issue SCADTA stamps were issued. These eventually 
became the consular issues and are not dealt with here. 

8. In May 1922, and for one day only, the 10c yellow of the second issue was urgently 
surcharged “30 cent”. The 30c of the second issue ran out completely. See the end of Chapter 
6. 

9. During 1921 and 1922, incoming mail from abroad was affixed with stamps of the October 
1920 issue. Such included one from Barbados – December 1921, from Austria – February 
1922, Berlin – September 1922 and from Ohligs, Germany also in September 1922. In 
addition, and very rare, are a few from Panama handstamped on a November 1921 new 
second issue 30c stamp. 
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CHAPTER 6 (b)  
SCADTA PROVISIONAL  ISSUES 
  

As mentioned, SCADTA was founded on 5 December 
1919, with a capital of 100,000 gold pesos. At that time 
1 peso was more or less equal to one US dollar. 
The first issue of SCADTA stamps was printed on 4 October 1920 by C. Valiente. 
Sheets were printed, containing 48 stamps per sheet. This comprised two stamps, a 
regular 30c black-on-rose design (25,000 issued) and 50 dull green (15,000 issued) 
issues. As history was to show, the 30c black-on-rose issue was quickly used up. 

  

IMPORTANT NOTE: From March 1921, some 5 months later, (prior to 
the official issues described below, and up to around 15 September 
1921), a number of experimental flights were made exploring new 
routes. These experimental flights are quite desired by collectors and 
prices realized between $500 and $4000, depending on dates and 
cancellations. 
These are  set  out  and  examples are  shown  and  described in  Chapter 7.   After 

21 September 1920, covers with the same 30c were on OFFICIAL SCADTA flights 
and I have recorded covers, etc. of 15, 21 and 28 September and 3, 7, 9, 17 and 19 
November. 
 

21 September 1920, was the first day of the regular SCADTA flights. 
1. After October 1921, the 30c supplies ran out (HAVING BEEN USED ON EXPERIMENTAL 

FLIGHTS), and this marked the beginning of the use of 30c surcharges in many ways on the 
50c green stamp. 

Rarity: on 18 October 1920, we observe the sole legitimate use of the green 50c 

stamp dates stamped the oval Correos Aereos Barranquilla.  (Only four covers and 

two fragments are known.) 
  

Then on the following day, 19 October, we observe the commercial and sole use, for 
this occasion only, a surcharged Hummingbird “Colibri,” which was flown on cover 
on the newly issued green 50c stamp. 

Only seven such covers are known. 
The oval handstamp shows the humming bird in the center, the border of which has 
the words “servicio postal aereo / S.C.A. de T.A.” The 50c stamp, with two national 
post stamps to a value of 3 cents, covered the 50c rate not exceeding 20 grams and 
this was the only occasion this was used. Only five are known. 
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The Colibri (bird) surcharge 

 

1920, Oct. 18, Barranquilla-Girardor First Flight 50c pale green, together with 
“Correos Nacionales” 1c. and 2c., used on piece, showing complete and fine strike of 
“Correos Aéreos/Barranquilla” oval handstamp with inserted date of 18 October 
denoting this flight, with Rendon certificate; also a single example (small surface 
rubbing in upper right corner) cancelled be this handstamp on the same flight. For 
this flight, the 50c. rate was applied, although one month later it was reduced to 
30c. Four covers and two fragments are known with this cancellation on this flight, 
this being even scarcer than the famous “Colibri” type, which was also used in flight. 

 

1920. 20 October. First flight by hydroplane to the Interior, Barranquilla-Girardot. 
Cover to Bogotá franked by 50c. pale great with additional Franking, the former 
being tied by “Colibri” “humming bird oval handstamp “Servicio Postal Aéreo/S.C.A. 
de TA.” illustrated with a humming bird with arrival on the back. The “Colombia” 
seaplane had an accident at a riverbank of the Magdalena near Girardot and, except 
the mechanic Schroeder, the pilots and passengers survived. With this flight, 
SCADTA initiated its services, pioneering airmail in South America. Some perforations 
are toned, not detracting. One of only seven covers recorded with this well-known 
and fascinating cancellation, which was only used in this flight on part of the mail 
carried. Cert. Bortfeldt. Scott C16,: Yv 23, Kessler 2. Ex Orriz. 
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Imperforates  

The upper imperforate strip is from the TOP selvage of the only known double row 
from the Cole collection. No others have been found and are very rare 

In addition, on the first flight Barranquilla to Giradot, a 30-cent black-on-rose with a 
bird handstamp was used.FIRST ISSUE OF 4 OCTOBER 1920 – 30c black-on-rose 
and 50c green These are quite common. However, shown below are vertically 
imperforated pairs. These are rare, seldom found and always carry a premium value. 
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Shown earlier is the single oval handstamp. I have not seen one on cover with a 
hummingbird surcharge. For all the provisionals, there were two printings, one of a 
30c black-on-rose paper (23000), and a 50c green (15000). These were in sheets of 
48. 

All that can be said is that the 30c printings were used up so quickly that the 50c 
green was forcedly extensively used with provisional surcharges of many types, 
often in small numbers in various towns. 

Of special interest and for collectors, there are a number of single one-of-a-kind 
rarities, if they can be found. 

Either of the imperforate (4 October) in between in pairs or blocks or more are 
sought and are very scarce. 

Also, either of the two bisected as 15c and 25c are incredibly rare. These were used 
bisected in Bogota on 15 September 1921. Thus, as described in the next section, 
there was a need for a 10c airmail rate.  75 
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CHAPTER 6 (c) 
 THE MEIJA “FORERUNNERS” 
(OCTOBER 1920 TO SEPTEMBER 1921) 
  

From the new issue 4 October 1920, the 30c black-on-rose design was used on 
flights both 

domestically and overseas. To make the Colombian air services available to 
American business firms, the 30c and 50c stamps were sold at the New York office 
and each stamp was signed in red by the agent, G. Mejia. 

  

This combination is named the “two cover system” because the postal regulations 
did not permit this combination together with the stamps of the countries from 
which the covers were sent. 

  

Nevertheless, this combination seemed to have been accepted on a few occasions. 
Examples of this unique duly signed by Meija is shown below. Collectors should buy 
these. 
  

The first used example I have seen was on a cover dated 21 October 1921. 
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SHOWN BELOW IN TWO SHEETS BEING THE LARGEST 
KNOWN 
(EX Boonshaft) 

 
These were equivalent to being consular forerunners. Many of these flights were 

experimental.  Such experimental flight details and examples of covers are shown. 
EXAMPLES OF A FLOWN MEIJA COVER DATED 26 October 1921 

 
These flown Meija covers are extremely scarce. No more than a single handful exist. 

They are signed in red ink “G.Meija.” 

They are so desired that in November 2014, Corinphila realized Sw Fcs 6,500 for a 
fine Meija cover. 
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In excess of $4,500 ++ seems to be a ruling price in world auctions. Goeggel had 
two, Kaplan another. These are among those I have seen. 

I have seen a single used stamp damaged with a 3-line violet handstamp “Socieded 
Colombo Alebama/Transporte Aereos de /Bar ranquilla”. The gap is as it appears. 
This handstamp contains the rare “hand” sign preceding the B. 
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CHAPTER 6 (d) 
After September 1921, these flights, having proved 
successful on the revised and updated routing, were 
replaced by scheduled flights. See examples below. 
Dates are handmarked. 
 
During this period, correspondence was received from overseas. In such cases, one 
of the 4 October stamps was affixed. You can see here pre and post mid-September 
1921. 

First, however, shown is mail from Germany, etc. bearing foreign stamps. These are 
very rare. Few exist. 

To enable the mail to be delivered within Colombia, a 30c SCADTA stamp had to be 
affixed. These covers are very scarce, commanding a realization of some 
Sw.fcs.5,000 recently. 
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1921, 1 September. Puerto Berrio-El Banco flight. 30c. black-on-rose design and 
“Correos NacionaIs” on piece and tied by framed “República de CoIombia/Corres 
Nacionales/Puerto Berrio/ Banco/Correos Nacionales” date stamps. 

At most only five items are known from this flight. 
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An example of a cover addressed to Mejia using the black-on-rose 30c, being one of 
the seaplane issues. 

 
S.C.A.T.A. 1920-21 Seaplane issues, both 30c. values used on rose misperfed to 
show “Sociedad-Colombo-Alemana” at the foot tied to cover from Barranquilla to 

Bogotá endorsed ‘Por Hodro-Avion (sic) “Colombia”. 

COLOMBIA – SCADTA PROVISIONAL ISSUES. 
THIS IS THE ONLY MINT COPY EXTANT OF THE 30c…..30c SURCHARGE 2 MAY 
1920. 

Cruz Bortfeldt Handbook No. 1 describes this. Moorhouse certificate. Extremely rare 
– signed Brun Ex Boonshaft – Realized $2,900 ex Goeggel. 
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Addendum Chapter 6(e) 
1921 PROVISIONAL SURCHARGES 
(Possibly the toughest of all airmails of this 1919 to 
1923 period to acquire in full) 
The Sociedad Colombo-Alemana de Transportes Aereos, more commonly known as 
SCADTA, issued two stamps on 4 October 1920 in preparation for the beginning of 
its airmail service in Colombia on 20 October 1920. Both were printed in Barranquilla 
by Valiente in sheets of 48. The 50c was intended to pay the basic letter rate of 20g 
for the interior; the 30c was to be for the rate from Barranquilla to Cartagena, or 
other nearby cities. These stamps were all that were available until November 1921 
when Valiente printed new 10c and 15c as well as new 30c stamps. The basic rate 
was reduced to 30c after the 30 October flight. The SCADTA airmail service grew 
rapidly in 1921, causing the special printing of a number of provisional surcharges to 
meet the demand. There are many varieties, but there are three basic groups into 
which these surcharges can be placed. 

  

1. 30c on 50c – to meet the 30c basic As early as 2 May, there were severe shortages, but 
especially after regular service began in September 1921. 

  

2. 10c on 50c – for the new route Girardot to Neiva, which started on 19 September 1921. No 
10c stamps were available until 24 November 1921 . 

  

3. 20c on 50c – to create a 20c stamp when it was needed due to a change in rates. The new 
series was ordered from Germany, but was not released until 19 December 1921. 

  

However, there was the “30 cent “surcharged stamp issued on one day only, 5 
March 1922. 

Many of these are incredibly scarce, and should be fertile areas, should the number 
of collectors increase. 

They are seldom found, so either none, one, or two exist. That is the case with 
these provisionals, so much so that collectors must be satisfied to have just a few 
selected items and a couple of the rarities perhaps. 

Imagine, where only one or a few exist, and new collectors wished to add these to 
their holdings? This is the case, as we have seen, where more than one collector 
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needs an item. The price they are prepared to bid against one another rises 
exceedingly. In the table below, are the numbers believed to exist  

JUST ABOUT EVERY STAMP IN THIS CATEGORY IS A STRONG BUY. 

Also shown are the catalogu values shown by Gibbons and Scott and some current 
realizations. 

Cruz and Bortfeldt‘s “Handbook of the SCADTA Provisional Surcharges 1921 – 1923” 
is a masterly work. 

  

SET OUT BELOW IS A LIST OF THE PROVISIONALS WITH THE COLOMPHIL 
CATALOG  IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS, AS USED BY CRUZ-BORTFELDT. 

  

NOTE ON THE SCADTA PROVISIONAL ISSUES 

Each and every provisional stamp for the period up to the actual printing of official 
SCADTA stamps of 4 October 1921 is set out hereunder. Used for identification are 
the COLOMPHIL catalog numbers, as also used by Cruz and Bortfeldt in their 
valuable book “Handbook of the Provisional Surcharges 1921 -1923.” 

NOTE THE EXAMPLES WHERE JUST 1 0R 2 EXIST. Value exceptional. 
 
Colomphil ID • Numbers known • Scott /SG values • US $ • Date of issue Recent 
price 

Category Mint Used Cover Issue date Some past prices 

SG3a 2000 2000 - Oct/Dec 1920 $2000+++used 

This is the SG 3a, being the 10c surcharge with the normal shaped 1 serif. Type a. 
Very rare and I have seen just a handful in auctions. Cruz Bortfeldt’s Handbook of 
the SCADTA Provisionals does not even show these. When available, they SHOULD 
command many times the SG 3b, which is the inverted 1 in the 10, crude thick out 
of alignment grey-violet surcharge. 

BUY - Block of 4 below Ex Robson Lowe Bermuda auction 1979. A grossly 

undervalued stamp. One other single as shown.  
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Four used and one cover are known. 

 

 

Colomphil 

Numbers known SG/Scott/other prices 
Issue 
Date 

Some past 
prices 

Mint Used Cover Mint Used Cover 

1 1 ? 5 - - $3000 2.5.21 $3200 

 

Realizations 

Mint Used 
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$2900 $1700 

This is the 30c …… 30c spaced surcharge of 2 May 1920. Only one mint copy  exists. 

This stamp was a May 1921 experimental flight. 

  

 
 
 
This is very sought after. Rare and unused and only one exists. BUY! 
 

 

Bogota to New York. As on this day the Bogota SCADTA office ran out of 30 Centavos stamps, very 
few 50 Centavos stamps were surcharged by a handstamp with “30 c” made from a toy printing set. 

Only five Covers and one postcard are known. 
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Colomphil Numbers known SG/scott/other prices  

 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used Cover Issue date 

2 4                 1              10 –                        – – 4.11.21 

This is the more plentiful inverted figure 1, which replaced the SG 3(a) normal serif. 
It was used on flights from Girardot to Neiva. 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint Used Cover Mint Used Cover 

2(a) 2 1 - ? ? – 4.11.21 

 
The inverted copy of the stamp Colomphil (SG 2 3b). Crude thick type. Very 
rare.  Severed copy of pair below.  Strong BUY. 
 

 

The pair shown above was separated and the single shown preceding this inverted 
pair is the top copy of the pair before being bisected. 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used        Cover 

2b -                 -              1 –                   –                  ? 
 

 

Double surcharge of Colomphil 2 One inverted. Unique. I have never seen a copy. 

 

Only shown on cover 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

2c 1                 1              - –                       ?                     - ^ 

Rare stamp with “hook” in 1 of 10c. One copy known.  

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

2d -                1              - –                      ?                    - ^ 

Imperforated stamp, no record. 

 

 
 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

 
-                1              - –                      ?                    - ^ 

This is the invert of the above between hands. There are a number of scarce varieties. 

 

No Copy Available 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

3 1                    6               -        5000               1800*                -          ^ 

This is the 10 centavos between “hands.” One of the more collectable items, but 
only one exists in mint condition.   Past prices: $2,100 & $1,900. 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

3a 1                 6              - –                      -                    - 4.11.21 

 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

3c 1                 6              - –                      -                    - 4.11.21 
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Double surcharge. 

 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

4a -                 1              -      –                   2000           - 4.11.21 

The invert of the above. Rare. Refer Kessler. Only one used stamp survived. Rare. 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

4 1                 7              9 2500            700          1200 4.11.21 
    

This is the misspelt VAOLR used on the return trip, Girardot to Neiva and back. 4 
November was the earliest date of use. It seems mostly only covers addressed to 
Behr-Heyder survived. Third Behr-Heyder issue from Girardot Maruel Jose Tobin 
SCADT agent cancellation. Three signatures by Bauer and Tzietzen and one other. 
Last sale: $2,100 
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SG 4 Vaolr Error with pointing hand surcharge Vaolr “10 centavos”. 

 

SG5A. Valor spelt VAOLR error. The vertical pair appear on the reverse of a cover 
(the only one sent overseas) sent to Koeln, Germany to Mrs Behr-Heyder on 4 
November 1921 and the arrival stamp 7 December in Koeln. Franked with 50 
centavos, with 30 centavos for first 20 grams and 20 centavos for the next 20 grams 
for a total of 40 grams. The mixed franking 2 x 10 centavos using the Sg5a + 30 
centavos. The Valor 30 centavos is SG6. Note the “O” is slightly dropped. Also note 
the small T and large heavy A. 
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Colomphil 
Red Surcharge  Normal black surcharge 

Issue  date 
Mint Used Cover  Mint Used Cover 

5 2 7 9  500 600* 1200* 4/11/21 

 As per catalog. The typewritten VALOR $0.10. 

  

The 5(b) rare variety per Cruz Bortfeldt realized $2,300. 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

5b (var) 1                 7              9 -                1800                 - 4.11.21 

Variety            -                  -                - -                2700                 -  

The typewritten $0.10 is in various printing varieties. Refer to Cruz-Bortfeldt. This is 
very rare. Some past prices: 5b (var) $1,800     Variety $2,400 
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Colomphil 
Red surcharge  Normal black surcharge 

Issue  date 
Mint Used Cover  Mint Used Cover 

5c - 1 -  - 2400 - 
 

Unique error. Only one exists. The last sale: $2,400. 

 

 

 

Colomphil 
Red Surcharge  Normal black surcharge 

Issue  date 
Mint Used Cover  Mint Used Cover 

5 a + b – – –  – – – 4/1121 

Vertical strip narrow and wide spacing. No history of pricing. 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

6 -                 2              2 -                 3500*          6500 
 

This is the very rare VALOR $0.30 for sending to New York. Only two used copies 
exist and one cover. It is extremely rare. Some past prices: $3,600 used 

There have been no realizations recorded of “VALOR $0.30” on cover.  

 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

7, 7a -                 -              1 -                     -                  6000 13.10.21 

 

7. Only one copy known of the $20 C. The C is widely spaced. Only one exists and is on 
cover – no individual stamp known. 

Note: The 2 inverted part C after the “O”. A number of type 9 Colomphil used to have this 

characteristic. The one extant example shown surcharged here is dated 29 December 1921, while 
type 9, $030 on $020c, is dated 22 December. Thus, this rubber stamp was placed over the only 

other example of the number 7. Looks like a double overprint. 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other cat. prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

8 1               10              6 4200*             800*          2600 25.10.21 

This is the $030c surcharge. Seen above is the normal placing and the inverted 
placing. Normally the regular placing is more horizontal. 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

8a -                 8              5 -                    2200           2700 25.10.21 

 It is the same except an inverted surcharge. There is also a bisected example. No 
mint copy is known.  

 

 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

9 1                 7              2 ?                 2800          3500 21.12.21 

It is very similar to no.8, but there is no “c” after $030. There is 9a, where the width 
between the 0 and the 3 is wider in 9a. This is very scarce and desired in mint. 

 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

10 8                 6              11 2000            1400          1900 22.12.21 
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COLOMBIA SCADTA COLOMPHIL UNIQUE TYPE 10a  (Last sale $4900) 

Below is the only cover with surcharge type 10a airmail to a destination outside 
Colombia. It is especially rare as it is a commercial cover to Costa Rica, being the rare 
inverted and bottom marginal unique copy sent 14 December 1921. 
 

Initialed on the back “Robson Lowe ‘79 by TRD $750.00”. 

Back-stamped on arrival in San Jose, Costa Rica. Handwritten “recomendoda Pedro 
Peinado”, and likely was at some time part of the renowned Peinado Collection.  
 
Last auctioned by Robson Lowe 1979 in Bermuda. 
 
There is no regular 3 centavos Colombian stamp. Thus, we must assume it was 
diverted direct to the captain of the plane for delivery in Ocana. 
 
Unusual features/Unique inverted 10a/commercial cover/destination outside 
Colombia/ avoided the Colombia postage rate. 
 
Moorhouse certificate 1 September 2011. 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

11 2                2              1 -                     -                  - Oct 1921 

1921, “30c  -  30c”  slanted  surcharges  on  50c.  green  and  national  postage  3c.,  on 13  
October  commercial  cover.  This stamp is  believed to have been issued in Bogota or 
Medellin in October 1921. It is the only cover recorded with this surcharge. 

 

 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

11a 1                   -                - ?                    -                  - 13.10.21 

The inverted surcharge. Only one used stamp known. Very rare. 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

12 1                   -                - ?                    ?                  - 31.10.21 

This is the thin imprint. “30c” alone. Unique! I have never seen one offered. 

 

 

Type 13 Colombia SCADTA 1921 airmail to New York City with 30c surcharge for that 

destination - grey violet from Bogotá. This is the only copy I have seen of the only two 

extant. Type 13 as in Cruz Bortfeldt page 38. Fetched SW.Fcs 4,600 including commission. 

Boonshaft auction 1013. 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

13 -                   1                2       -                    -            SWF 4600 31.10.21 

Another 30c but thick type. On cover, this is one of the rarest possible collector items. 

Past Prices: $5,000 

 

 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

14 -                   -                1 -                    -                    ? 23.10.21 

This is a partial C and a “30” spaced to the right. It is unlike any other C 30”. The C is 

broken. Unique!  Seen on cover only. 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

15 1                   -                - ?                    -                    - ^ 

This is a 10 centavos with a 3 superimposed on the 1 of 10. Only one exists. 

(Ex Gebauer - never used) Trial surcharge. Replaced by Colomphil 17 with full “30.” 

 

 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

16 1                   7                - ?                2500*            - 19.11.21 

 

This is a VALOR 10 Centavos with a 30c superimposed thereon. Type 2, 10c with type 6, 30c 

superimposed in inverted mode. This was removed from an American Woollen envelope sent 

to New York, where the 30c rate was used. As a pair with colomphil 18, it has been a great 

rarity. Past prices: $3,600 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

18 2                 5                  - 5000            3500*               - 19.11.21 
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COLOMBIA AIRMAILS  SCADTA ISSUES  November 1921 

SG 15 and 16. Cruz/Bortfeldt 16 and 18- the $030c and $050c (both 19 November 1921) 

Surcharges always INVERTED on previously hand stamped surcharge of the ”Valor 10 

centavos” - being type 11 (Inverted 1), whlch was Cruz/Bortfeldt 2. Always with a 3 line 

cancellation as illustrated. Ex Cherrystone lot 2127 

The stamps in this exhibit were removed from correspondence ex the American Woollen 

Products Inc. New York, addressed to a New York bank, as stated by Gebauer. 

These items were on sale in the Dr. Phillip Cole collection auction 1940, where it was stated 

the 50c was one of only two known. Clearly more have been located over the years. When 

the new definitive issue became available, stamps with 10c became obsolete so they were 

revalidated by applying the additional 30c and 50c surcharge. 

These are very rare with only a few recorded (Gebauer 34a and 34b). According to Cruz/ 

Bortfeldt, these are the numbers located: Fetched $3,000. Very undervalued at auctions. 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

19 4                 8                 7 5000             3500          4000 18.12.21 

This is the VALOR 20 Ctvs.  between hands. Highly priced in SG. 

200 stamps were issued for this supplementary postage to North America. Rare mixed 

franking. Some Past Prices: $6,400, $4,400 
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Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

20 4                   13                9 2500             700          1500 9.12.21 

VALOR 30 CENTAVOS, Type 2 double overprint. Ex Deborah Friedman 
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The following are of the Valor 30 centavos issues, which are of special 

interest 

20a The inverted “VALOR  30 CENTAVOS” Issued in Cartagena, 9 December 1921. 

Absolutely unique! 

COLOMBIA AIRMAILS - SCADTA ISSUES - October 1921 

Valor centavos - INVERTED STAMP ON COVER - with type 11 surcharge in Dark Violet. This 

is a rare COMMERCIAL cover ex the Colombian Railway and Navigation Company. 

- Arrival postmark date 21 October - the postmark in green from Girardot to Barranquilla. 

Ex BOONSCHAFT - Ex Friedman - THIS IS THE ONLY COVER WITH THIS INVERTED 

SURCHARGE EVER FOUND AND  IS THE  ONE  SHOWN  IN CRUZ/BORTFELDT  (Page  55a.) 

Ex Cherrystone Lot 2146. Realised $2000 

 

20 centavos on cover with inverted surcharge 26 October 1921. Oval green airmail 

cancellation of Girardot. I have the actual cover with the post office arrival mark of 

Barranquilla, dated 22 October 1921. This is a commercial usage. It is the only such cover 

known. 

 

21 issued in Medellin in grey-black 10 November 1921 
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21a issued in Medellin 10 November 1921 Small “A” in centavos 

 

  

21b has a small “T” also issued in Medellin. 

 

 

22 is identified by a “hooked L”. Just two used copies are known. 
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24 is identified by the exchanged “AV”. Only two are known. 

 

 

25 is the only known double overprint (Sometime in October 1921.) 
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THE 5 MAY 1922 SPECIALLY SURCHARGED 10C YELLOW 

5 May 1922 provisional issue due to a sudden shortage of 30 centavos stamps. Used on 

this date only. There were four varieties of this stamp and an inverted copy. Below are 

26b and 26c. 26 and 26a are the same as on the cover below, having the raised 3. 

 

Colomphil 
Numbers known SG/scott/other prices 

Issue date 
Mint          Used        Cover Mint             Used          Cover 

26 6                 6                 11 120               800            2500 05.08.22 

 

This 26 Yellow issued for one day only on 5 May 1922 in Bogota (27 is the invert). There are 

4 surcharge types.  26,  26a,  26b,  26c. 26b and 26c shown. 26a  to 26 c are the 

surcharged print varieties. 
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Colomphil 27 

Four sheets of 32 stamps were produced on that day. Only five are known and none have 

been found used. 

NOTES: 

Of Colomphil 26, 26a, 26b, 26c 

I have not found how many of each of the six unused copies known are of the four categories. A 

certificated set of the four would be unique and rare. 

The cover with the 26a shown is unique. Both 26 and 26a are identical except for the 26 being of a 

less heavy print surcharge, with the "3" in the 30 cent being raised slightly. 

BUY - Vastly undervalued. 
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Chapter 7 

SCHEDULED FLIGHTS BEGAN FROM 
SEPTEMBER 1921 
  

During the period from March 1921 through September 1921, flights were 
predominately experimental. Indeed Knox-Martin went on his own experimental 
flights to find how and where to get from one part of the country to another, and 
this was still necessary later. During the SCADTA provisional period in 1920, routes 
were limited both in frequency and by destination. 

On 4 October 1920, when the first issue of SCADTA stamps was printed, there 
followed a period when the previous uni-colored stamps of October 1920, being of 
the sea and mountains type “o” and “p”,  were used for special purposes and flights 
on 1 November 1920 and 15 December 1920. 

Thereafter, until the following September when official flights were begun, we note 
the many specifically dated experimental flights undertaken. 

Stamps used were mostly of the 30c black-on-rose design or the national 3c stamp. 
In the examples shown,  with the dates May 1920, we can see the surcharged 50c 
green and 30c stamps. This was in fact an early experimental flight. After that is a 
March first flight to the USA, then various ones for June, July, August and the last 
few 1, 14 and 15 September flights before the official flights were commenced. 

SCADTA flew these experimental flights until 20 September 1921, when a regular 
schedule was adopted. Major catalogs fail to recognize that the first of the 
provisional surcharges was 2 May 1921, not the fall of 1921. While the letter rate for 
the first flight was 50 centavos, it was later reduced to 30 centavos. The surcharge 
was applied to the 50 centavos stamps when the office ran out of the needed 
stamps for that day. 

Most of the experimental flights were Barranquilla to Bogota. But there are covers 
from Barranquilla to Girardot/Bogota. Of interest are covers from Bogota to 
Philadelphia, and to New York and Germany. 

There were many experimental flights, and collectors and prices vary 
extraordinarily. Auctions affix a value of around $250 – $750, reflecting the 
scarcity, but if a collector is missing a particular stamp, completing the collection 
can be quite costly. 
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I note that the experimental flights were on the following dates in 1921: 2-
4  March*, 12 April, 27-29 March, 2 may, 25 May, 10 –13 June, 16-18 June, 23 
June, 1 July*, 18 July, 12 August, 19 August, 26 August, 29 August, 1 September, 3 
September, 8 September*, 15 September (the last one). 

* very scarce. 

  

The cancellations include: 

1. “Correos Aereos/Barranquilla” – the date was entered with a straight line handstamp. 

2. “Sociedad Colombo Alemana/De/Transportes Aereos” – Backstamped 

3. “Despacho Corresponencia Interior” c.d.s. of Bogota and marked by a Scadta THREE LINE 
handstamp 

4.  “Correos Nacionales on stamps tied by “Correos Aereos/ Barranquilla oval and FOUR 
LINE Scadta handstamp. Arrival dates are backstamped. 
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On 19 October 1920, SCADTA realized its first flight from Barranquilla to Girardot. 
Helmuth von Krohn was the pilot of the Junkers K-13 “Colombia”, accompanied by 
Wilhelm von  Schnurbusch  as  his  mechanic. 
This  flight  carried  for  the  first  time, mail franked with SCADTA stamps, cancelled 
by the scarce and famous  “Colibri” handstamp or an oval airmail cancellation from 
Barranquilla, used earlier for the CCNA retum flight in March. 

  

 

Barranquilla to Girardot (then by railway to Bogota), was franked with the 50 
Centavos  stamp as the postal air fee for this flight (raised from 30 to 50 centavos, 
only to be lowered again a few months later). It was cancelled by the “Colibri” 
handstamp. 

Realizations often take into account the rarity. For example in recent auctions, sales 
varied from $500 to $3,600. But findings vary, some being very scarce. 

After this we find scheduled mail using the black-on-rose design and dated 19/26 
September and 3/15 October and of November. A few early scheduled covers had 
hummingbird surcharges on the green 50c editions. Then the 30c black-on-rose ran 
out and the 50c stamps were 
used and surcharged. 
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This cover is from Bogotá to Paderborn (Germany), an experimental flight to 
Barranquilla. Mail was carried by ship to Europe, franked by 30c black-on-rose 
design, paying the international 10c, each cancelled by c.d.s. on consignment, and 
handstruck by “Sociedad /Dc/Transportes Aéros” three line cachet. (Scott 14.) 
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Chapter 8 

BISECTED STAMPS 
  

Some stamps of various issues have been included as bisected stamps. Usually, but 
not always, these are for half the value. I am not clear on their validity. In the 
majority of cases, these were surcharged SCADTA stamps. But there do appear to 
be a small number of bisected national 3 centavos stamps affixed with the CCNA 
multicolor. 

I have not seen any Knox-Martin nor CCNA multicolor nor unicolor bisects.  

Here are my findings: 
Of the CCNA issues, there are three known vignettes with half a 3 centavos national 
stamp. Shown below is one on cover with an SG tilted wing yellow vignette from the 
James Johnson sale. 

The 1920 l0c, “Tilted Plane” is a very fine and well centered example tied by 
‘CCNA/Cartagetta” oval, used on a postcard from Cartagena to Barranquilla on the 
first flight. It is upfranked, according to the stipulated 1 1/2 centavos postal rate for 
postcards, with a diagonal half of National Post 3c, which was applied adjacent to 
the vignette, both tied by “Correo Aéreo./Cartagena-Colombia.” c.d.s. and 23 
February receipt large c.d.s. of Baranquilla also tying the franking. (One of the 10 
items known with this vignette carried on this flight.) The fascination of this postcard 
is greatly enhanced by the extremely rare usage of a bisected National Post stamp, 
of which only two examples are recorded accompanying a C.C.N.A. vignette. Signed 
Calves. Scott C4, Ex Augusto Peinado. 

The next is the new SG 1 -30c and SG 2- 50c of 4 October 1920. SG does not note 
this but Kessler in his 1936 catalog shows both 19a and 20a as “half used” as 15c 
and 25c. He noted 19a was used in Bogota on 15 September 1921. Leo Temprano in 
his catalog shows only the 50c green as “bisectado”. 
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SG3 he notes as being used in bisected form. This is the extremely scarce regular 
“1” not inverted so the bisected example might not even have survived. It would be 
a magnificent find if located. Cruz Bortfeldt’s book on provisional S does not show 
the SG3 in normal A. 

  

Leo Temprano  308 (equivalent to Kessler  27) has SG 7 (valor 30ctvs – S.C.A.  T. A. 
between hands) as “bisectado” and values this a X1.5 normal. I have not seen this. 

  

SG11 SCADTA ($0 30C)  is noted by Kessler 30b as “half used” as 15c). It is not 
noted as such in  SG but Leo Comprano shows both SG 10 and 11 as being 
”bisectado. 
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Regular scheduled SCADTA fights in 1921. Money letter from Bogotá to Barranquilla, 
endorsed at top “ Confene $55.oo en billetes” franked by SCADTA 1920 50c. pale 
green and vertically bisected 30c. black-on-rose design used with a 1920 3c. green 
pair (double c rate, thus the bisected 30c must have been used as a 10c. adhesive): 
All stamps are tied by a three-line ‘Soeiedad Colombo Alemana/De/Tranportes Aéros’ 
cachet in violet. Docketing of safe receipt can be seen on the left in manuscript. 
There are some small faults but this is of great rarity. 

 

Above is a rare “tilted wing” CCNA vignette with BISECTED national stamp added 
to provide for the full postage. 
Also is a reduced size October 1921 provisional 30c with a diagonal half of 50c green 
from New York to Barranquilla. The cancellation is a three-line handstamp and 
Barranquilla c.d.s. 
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Thirdly is a cover with a black-on-rose bisected 30c October 4 issue with a green 
50c, Bogota to Barranquilla. The cancellation is a three-line cachet in violet. 

 

 

 

A full set of these American Woolen covers can fetch up to $12,000. 
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On  November 11, 1921 the new SG 12, 13 & 14 were issued. SG 12a and SG14a 
are shown as half the value bisected on the cover. Kessler notes the 30c as “ half 
used as 15c”, as used in Barranquilla on November 30, 1921. 

Two of the famous American Woolen Company covers have a diagonally bisected 
green 

30c, SG 11 affixed. The other two have the rose 30c bisected, one diagonally and 
the other bisected vertically as shown above. 

The Spink Auction of the James Johnson sale shows Lot 1111 with a bisected green 
50c placed sideways as illustrated. This is ex New York via Baranquilla. This 
illustrates the strange variety of SG11 30c with the inverted cc. 

Finally shown are two bisected 10c ochre on the cover November 11, 1921. One is 
bisected diagonally and the other vertically. Only three exist. All bisects carry 
premium values. 
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Chapter 9 

FAKES 
  

All stamps and covers shown in this chapter are fake. Many reveal cardinal errors, 
mostly the  wrong  value.  The national stamp should  be  3 centavos, but we see 
other lower values. Possibly at the time there was less questioning. Some fake 
stamps have wrong measurements. Some have secret key characteristics missing 
like the dots to the left of “nave…” in the yellow left wing CCNA. 

  

Color reproduction copiers work miracles as well! Some fakes have the wrong 
departure and arrival dates. This is easy to check as CCNA dates are well recorded. 
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This is a complete FAKE cover with a genuine stamp but fake cancellations, reproduced from original handstamps. On the 

reverse is a metal cliché of the original rubber receiving postal marking of Barranquilla. 
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This Colombian 1920 Cartagena is Barranquilla back (stamped) by a CCNA oval agency cancellation C11 (var) Sanabria # 13 

+red to March 12, 1920 cover. 
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NOTE: REVIEW COPY 

This is a work in progress and that any reader interested in the subject matter of this book 

are welcome to contact me at hamateur88@gmail.com with additional information, feedback, 

corrections, comments or criticism of which will be gladly appreciated. The ideas and 

comments within these pages are the comments of Barry P Fletcher unless explicitly stated 

otherwise. 
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